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Tanzania - Land Tenure
Kjell J. Havnevik,
'Pressing Land Tenure Issues in Tanzania in light of Experiences from Other Sub-Saharan
African Countries',
Forum for Development Studies, 2,1995,267-84.
Replacement of state-dominated model by SAPs led to increased attention on issues related
to control of land and land tenure regimes. Loss of state control over rural and agricultural
development meant control over land emerged as new and major area of contestation
between state and private sector v. smallholders. Future role of customary land tenure
regimes v. individualisation, registration and titling (IRT). Notion that many customary land
regimes cannot provide sufficient security and should be substituted by IRT based on
misconception. Confuses notion that regimes are inherently insecure with fact that lack of
protection in law has created the insecurity.
Post-1987 attempt to complete demarcation and titling of villages failed. Presidential Land
Commission showed whole process beset with problems. Existing deemed rights not
cleared, so double allocations. Tendency for intensified struggle over land become manifest
in most parts of the country, though World Bank disputes this. Cites Platteau (199S) to
show that IRT can create additional problems. Reduces risks for some but creates new
uncertainties for others, especially women, pastoralist and other groups enjoying subsidiary
or usufruct rights to land. Not possible to register multiple rights on land claimable under
customary law. Governments unable to record all existing claims on land, so bound to
create new uncertainties for vulnerable sections. Good grounds for fearing that land
registration process will be manipulated by the elite who alone have ability to use both
statutory and customary laws. Cadastral surveys incomplete, lack of record keeping of
intervening changes in ownership. Succession and other changes gone unregistered in
Uganda and Kenya, destroying utility of records. Absentee ownership most widespread in
areas where land market most active. Impact of titling on smallholder access to credit nil or
negligible. Does not represent sufficient condition for increased credit-based investment.
IRT of common property rights too costly to achieve. Documentation of failure of state
ownership and centralised management leads to conclusion that critical role must be vested
in user groups at local and village levels.
Basic principle of Land Commission was that land is for use and not commodity at disposal
of owner to do with as s/he likes. Ultimate control over use and disposal of land should lie
with community. This in line with Platteau findings. Argues that IRT unnecessary for
labour-intensive agriculture conducted by most smallholders in Tanzania. Two problems
with Land Commission's vesting village lands in Village Assembly: many people moved out
of villages 1980s and 1990s so will not be protected by village-based tenure and women's
access to land. One difference with Platteau who sees individualisation as inevitable and
beneficial for intensified agricultural practices in longer run and process should be allowed
to run natural course, while Land Commission rejects idea of individual titling and
establishment of land market.
National Land Policy (NLP) tabled before broad audience Arusha January 1995. Some of
comments and recommendations integrated in draft passed to Cabinet, which made its own
modifications. By 1 March a new NLP emerged, but notfinal,still awaiting comments from
Ministry of Lands. NLP opens up individualisation of village land. It wants Village Council,
not more democratic Assembly to administer village lands. Ambiguous about consent of
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Village Assembly. Lack of precision and clarity as to rights and powers of village organs
coupled with vesting of land in President (which Land Commission rejected) are precisely
factors which have caused insecurity of village land tenure and control in past. NLP calls
for registration of customary interests in land to be compulsory, but experience elsewhere
shoes that such rights defy proper registration. Likely to be expensive and lead to transfer
of land from poor to wealthy and create new forms of disputes. Nothing specific on land
ceilings in NLP. Nothing concrete on how women could improve acquisition of land. Many
important elements of NLP at odds with experiences elsewhere. Calls for implementation of
activities which have proved futile and counter-productive elsewhere, promotes policy
elements which are unnecessary or have negligible impact and costly, vesting of all land in
executive likely to fuel insecurity of village-based land tenure in era of liberalisation.
Interests reflected in NLP due to particular interrelation of interests between state and
private sector, domestic or external.

Issa G. Shivji,
'Land: The Terrain of Democratic Struggles',
Choice, 5, 1997, 4-8.
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Highlights some problems of land tenure in Tanzania and premises and principles
underlying Land Commission's recommendations. Identified basic problem of
monopolist state ownership of land which has created rent seeking bureaucracy with
vested interest in maintaining status quo. Advocated overall democratisation of land
tenure system. Principles underlying recommendations relevant to many other African
countries, but in many outdated World Bank model of ITR still in vogue. Struggle for
land rights by peasants and pastoral groups likely to intensify, part of larger battle for
democracy.
C.S.L. Chachage,
'The Land Policy Paper and the Tenure in National Parks, Game and Forest Reserves',
Land Rights Research and Resources Institute, Workshop on the National Land
Policy, Dar es Salaam, April 1996.
Land tenure issues cannot be treated technically; they are social and political. Land tenure
systems reflection of manner in which community is organised socially and politically, an
expression of social relations, hi January 1995 workshop, government rejected introduction
of multiple tenure as too complicated administratively and idea of divesting land from
President since he would become beggar whenever need for land for public interest arose.
Proliferation of land disputes since coming of'investors' in 1980s. Large acquisition taking
place. Main victims pastoraHsts, agro-pastoralists, hunter-gatherers. NLP has nothing to say
about protection of people in environmentally sensitive areas. Liberalisation has led to town
dwellers grabbing land and natural resources for either future security or speculation, not
necessarily for investment. Land markets developing very fast in urban, peri-urban and
some rural areas. Government authorities accuse Maasai of poaching, but they do not see
why they should be prevented from grazing cattle when foreigners allowed to hunt. Now
have 17 CBOsfightingfor theirrights.Whole land tenure system has been anti-people.
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Simon Coldham,
'Land Tenure Reform in Tanzania: Legal Problems and Perspectives',
Journal of Modern African Studies, 33, 1995, 227-42.
Land Commission's proposals offer urgently needed new dispensation in land, based
on local empowerment and accountability, consolidated within an effective legal
structure. Coherent, comprehensive and practical, derived from direct experience. But
little to suggest government will act on them. Unwilling to decentralise and
democratise and profoundly distrustful of courts.

Thomas C. Pinckney and Peter K. Kimuyu,
'Land Tenure Reform in East Africa: Good, Bad or Unimportant',
Journal of African Economies, 3, 1994,1-28.
Theoretically there should be more land-secured credit, investment, active land market,
inequality in community under freehold tenure compared to one in which state owns
and allocates land. Detailed evidence from two communities in Kenya and Tanzania
suggests none of these conclusions holds because stated policy differences do not
cause land markets to perform differently. Results in broad agreement with other
studies that show that indigenous land tenure arrangements provide considerable
security for investment and continue to have strong impacts on land markets even
when they are no longer in effect according to the law.
Find no difference in outcomes of radically different policies towards land in Kenya
and Tanzania. Neither community (Murang'a and Kilimanjaro coffee areas) able to use
land as collateral for formal sector loans; security of tenure not enhanced by
entitlement; no additional incentive to invest in land; neither community shows
evidence of small, inefficient farmers selling out to larger, more efficient farmers; in
neither community have land purchases and sales caused increasing inequality in the
ownership of local land. Tiding did not lead to increased inequality in Kenya (as feared
by Tanzanians) nor did it have major impact on investment or credit (as hoped by
Swynnerton). Titling in many ways caused more problems than it resolved. Given these
and other results elsewhere, radical reforms of land policies which are expensive in
financial and manpower terms unlikely to be cost effective. Governments can best
devote resources to other uses and intervene to minimum extent possible in the few
special cases where some tenure reform is required, e.g. where indigenous system
under considerable stress, settlement areas, zones of ethnic conflict. Governments can
guide and coax, giving incentives to move towards more individualisation while
maintaining usage rights of others, but allowing for indigenous system to evolve rather
than be overturned.
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Patrick McAuslan,
'Making Law Work: Restructuring Land Relations in Africa',
Seminar on Land Tenure and Tenurial Reform in Africa, London School of Economics,
May 1996.
Is currently drafting new land law in Tanzania. External pressures now from donors for
good governance and the market economy is leading to western type legal solutions.
Internal pressures also moving in same direction. Series of conferences on Planning Law in
Africa 1991, 1993, 1995 - role of law in land use management. Peer group pressure
developing to take planning and land law reform seriously. Pressure to act, in South Africa,
Namibia, Zimbabwe, Tanzania, also in part the result of contested democratic politics. Also
internal need to restructure land relations and strengthen security of tenure of those on the
land, which sit uneasily with external pressures for a market in land. Third pressure is for
bolstering the status quo; a new law just for public relations (e.g. in Namibia).
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Discusses politics of drafting Tanzanian land law. Law still seen as impediment to change in
Tanzania, so in past drafting has tended to confer great powers on officials with few
safeguards. Presidential Land Commission recommended that villagers should be able to
get customary rights of occupancy to land. This would involve giving vast powers to totally
unqualified people.

I
™

In drafting a new land law for Tanzania, has followed the more detailed South African
model of spelling out how powers are to be exercised and so has become involved in
policy. Once land law recognises private rights, it must become more specific, clear and
detailed. A new land law is a necessary mix of public and private law for a mix of reasons;
need to strike right balance. Most challenging task is place of customary law in any
reformed law. Must be used as a basis, as laws to abolish customary law in the past have
not worked. Women's rights tend to be skirted around. Tanzanian Land Commission didn't
see need for great change. Some of draft recommendations of National Land Policy later
watered down.
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Issa Shivji,
A Legal Quagmire: Tanzania's Regulation of Land Tenure (Establishment of
Villages) Act, 1992,
International Institute for Environment and Development paper, (London: IIED,
1994).

I
•

The process of villagisation in Tanzania caused the displacement of customary land
owners by new settlers. As a consequence some of the former land owners began filing
suits in the courts claiming back their lands. The success of some of these claims
causes alarm in official circles as it constitutes a reversal of the villagisation process.
To avert social upheaval and restore its credibility the government has drawn up
legislation extinguishing customary rights to village lands. Act 22 was passed by
parliament just a few days after the Presidential Land Commission presented its report
recommending the problem was best tackled by a reappraisal and eventual overhaul of
the nation's land tenure system A review of tile legislation indicates that it is poorly
drafted and will likely fail to resolve and might possibly exacerbate disputes over
village lands. The Act has subsequently become the subject of litigation itself, and was
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Tanzania - Land Tenure
ruled unconstitutional in the High Court pending appeal. The Act could be in
contravention of the Constitution by offending the doctrine of separation of powers.
The government would have been better advised to adopt the recommendations of the
Land Commission to devolve power to Village Assemblies and an independent
National Lands Commission and rooting land tenure in the custom and culture of the
people.

John Shao,
'The Villagization Program and the Disruption of the Ecological Balance in Tanzania',
Canadian Journal of African Studies, 20, 2,1986, 219-39.
The villagjsation programme in Tanzania, the largest resettlement effort in Africa,
resulted in the movement of 7 million people into new village communities between
1973-6. The underlying objective was to prevent the emergence of a class of
prosperous farmers and wage workers and to preserve and perpetuate the class of
small peasant producers and the prevailing land tenure system. With the reorganisation
of villages in the most dry regions, the programme completely ignored that the habitual
systems previous to the villagisation were determined by the productivity of the land
and so by the capacity to meet the demands of the population. The programme
imposed permanent settlement in an ecological environment which demands that the
fields are intermittently left uncultivated. In this way the initial fertility of the soils
decreased and the sites of the new villages have been exhausted; the agricultural
production has declined, contributing to the food crisis in the country since 1979.
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National Land Forum,
Azimio La Uhai (Dar es Salaam: Hakiardhi, 1997).
Declaration issued by coalition of NGOs, media representatives and interested persons
on the land question in Tanzania following conference in Dar es Salaam May 1997.
Demands that Draft Land Act be discussed and debated in depth by the people before
government sends the Bill to National Assembly. Aim of declaration is to help educate
the public and mobilise it towards contributing in the debate and if possible supporting
the views contained in the booklet, which is open for signatures.
Clear that the driving forces behind new land law are current policies of privatisation
of resources, liberalisation of trade, protection of foreign investments. Bill premised on
claim that land has a market value without regard to fact that for many Tanzanians
value of land lies in its use. Disregards fact that small peasants and pastoralists are
main investors in the economy. Bill of such exceptional significance ought to be
discussed and debated by all. Was prepared without consulting the people. Large
majority of land users run the risk of losing their lands. Enables foreigners and the few
rich and powerful within Tanzania to appropriate lands of the disadvantaged. Bill
perpetuates discrimination against most vulnerable groups, particularly women,
pastoralists, hunters and gatherers, youth and the poor peasantry. Proposes long and
cumbersome bureaucratic procedures of owning and administering land and settling of
land disputes which is likely to be very expensive in implementation.
Participants proposed following main issues form basis of national debate on land:
radical title, land classification, authority of administrators, accountability, acquisition
of land by foreigners, grabbing of village land, adjudication, titling and registration,
gender equality, dispute settlement machinery. Participants recommended that:
• radical title in village lands be vested in Village Assemblies, the most democratic
organs in villages, radical title in general and reserved lands be vested in an
independent Land Commission accountable and responsible to National Assembly.
• administration of land be placed under representative organs of land users at all
levels.
• procedures be open, transparent, equitable, less expensive and accountability be
built into them, people themselves be involved at all levels in administration of land.
• land be inalienable to foreigners, foreigners be given land on condition that they do
not own it, cannot transfer it and that exploitation of resources be strictly controlled
so that it is not harmful to the environment.
• there be a legal ban on the alienation of village lands to outsiders, be it companies
or individuals without mil and effective consultation of whole village community.
• all village land be held collectively through the Village Assembly.
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• administration of land involve full and effective participation of women, dispute
settlement machinery fully and effectively involve women, law entrench women's
rights to own and control land without harassment and insecurity, ownership
certificates of family land include names of both spouses and land not be
transferable without consent of both.

I
I
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Following analysis of the Bill and the consensus on recommendations, participants
agreed to disseminate the declaration widely to facilitate larger debate involving more
NGOs and other organs as well as the public and collect signatures of all who agree
with the declaration and eventually submit it to the National Assembly and MPs before
Bill presented to Parliament. Aim is to ensure that the final Land Act eventually
enacted would have taken into account views and interests of the large majority and is
protective of their land rights.

_
I

Liz Wily,
'An Appraisal of The Draft Bill (1996) for The Land Act of Tanzania: A practitioner's
view',
Report for British Development Division in East Africa (BDDEA), Department for
International Development (DFK>), June 1997.

•
•

Proposed land law flawed. New National Land Policy which preceded it even more
flawed. Many of criticisms fair, especially of process as neither Policy nor draft law
accessible. Yet law an improvement on many in Africa in embedding customary
rights
and offering constraints on accumulation. Has many positive features. Work of Land
Commission underwrites Policy and law in more ways than they presently
acknowledge. Time for constructive critique providing guidance for improvement.
Many more drafts should be expected. Need to consult with villagers nationwide.
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Law leaves little room for doubt but may prove unintentionally disempowering of local
land managing community. Difficulty of striking balance between providing enough
guidance and too much. Length and detail of law make it inaccessible to Tanzaman
citizens. Too bulky to debate. Over use of legal expression. Lack of clarity. More
continuity in land reform process than acknowledged by critics. Locates existing
village community as foremost manager of all land within its bounds.

I

Civil servants, donors and drafters of Policy and law have clung tenaciously to
justification that privatisation of land will enable small fanner to mortgage property
and that this is key to development. World Bank advisers tipped balance early 1994
with recommendation that privatisation essential to foreign investment. Comments to
date from narrow base and tenor not constructive, ignoring still considerable common
ground on which to generate constructive amendment. Much critique of Policy, yet
law removes many of its ambiguities and contradictions. Few of the issues simple
because they are inter-related and their implications for society not simple.
Implementation will create adjustments and biases that will resolve the issue in one
direction.
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Finds concern over where radical title vested over-exercised. Will be difficult for state
to appropriate village land for public purpose, but clear definition of this missing and
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could be broadened to include state acquisition for reallocation to private enterprise.
Believes most villagers will be glad of guidance given and opportunity to have
recourse to officialdom when things go wrong. Concerned about lack of accountability
of land managers to Commissioner of Lands and Village Councils. Formal
accountability of Village Council to Village Assembly weak, but many villagers will be
glad of constructive guidance and mechanisms for calling in help against recalcitrant
leaders; they can sue Council for malpractice.
Bill tackles inequality of customary tenure in manner which should provide security of
customary rights of individuals and groups and equivalence with granted rights of
occupancy. Written registration tiresome but inescapable if meaningful level of equality
to be obtained. Process planned in Bill almost as simplified and localised as it could be.
Does not remove most important feature that individual's right to land exists only at
behest of wider community. Process of registering and certificating customary rights
properly divorced from individualising process that classically drive dissolution of
customary tenure. Ample provision for communal rights to be registered and for
groups to hold title as readily as individuals.
Bill encourages land sales, but ceilings on amounts held and conditions of occupancy
or use. If implemented, will inhibit accumulation and speculation. Approval procedures
for village land will inhibit sales to an extent. Main concerns are that reserved land
appears explicitly opened up to the market and approval procedures on leasing out of
village land suggests they may occur in default of too stringent time limits. Noncitizens may acquire land up to 99 years for investment, but this not defined.
Finds Bill's plan for dealing with village land disputes a very poor response to visible
need for dramatic overhaul of machinery of dispute management and conceptual bases
on which it proceeds. Formalisation of Village Mediation Panels positive and their
utility greatly heightened had their decisions been granted force of law. As plan
currently stands, very little will change. Difference in approach from Commission
derives from quite different opinions on how far people may be trusted with the law.
Bill decidedly progressive in attention to women's rights. More than 30 clauses serve
to improve protection of rights of women and minors. One of most important provides
for husbands and wives to be registered automatically as joint occupiers. Even if some
provisions declarative, will help. Issues of representation attended to, if incompletely.
Bill makes clear effort to address pastoralist interests in land and secure these in law.
Represents marked improvement on Policy. Village land managers legally required to
take account of pastoral interests in land. Frameworks provided to enable two or more
villages to share common grazing area. Possibility for pastoralists to remain within or
use reserved areas explicit. Ultimately risk of further loss of land constrained not
removed, as state may still appropriate and pastoral areas remain attractive for
appropriation. Outstanding need remains for pastoralists to make fuller use of existing
rights to protect their property from undue cooption.
Land rights of urban squatters living on a site for 10 of last 12 years will be secured
through law and if required to move will be eligible for full compensation. Propose
conventional mechanism of withdrawing of sensitive areas into protective hands of
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state as reserved. Neither Bill nor Policy mark significant change in current law or
practice relating to the environment. Actual practice will determine whether bill good
or bad for conservation.

I
"

Concludes that Bill is in many respects an excellent first draft though in others
flawed
and needing amendment. Critical that process begun be not truncated. Overriding spirit
and intent of Bill defined by Policy and so retains same ambivalence between moving
towards full commoditisation of land and commitment to uphold status quo in land
distribution, and of state as both trustee and landlord. State constrains itself by locating
so much responsibility in its own offices. Unconvinced enough progress made towards
workable, adoptable law, quite aside from issues of transparency and accountability.
Could work in favour of stronger devolution of control of village lands than Bill means
to provide for. Villagers in position to make law work for or against them. Bill
devolves enough authority for wise community to reconstruct details towards more
democratic and accountable processes. Villager can sue village government. Villages
have opportunity to demand more accountability from state on land security.
Quality of debate very high. Casual positions not taken so critics look for worst in Bill
rather than best. Much better law than might have been expected in 1989 and far
superior to Ugandan Bill. Unrealistic and unnecessary to propose total return to
drawing board, as this may throw out good with the bad. But whole range of minor
adjustments which will make a difference and points which require clarification. Issues
include: trusteeship, role of state as land controller, authority of state in village lands,
village land manager, dispute settlement machinery, reserved land, public purpose,
protection of pastoral lands. Need to reduce rather than increase bureaucracy.
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Urgent needs now relate to form and process. Need to simplify basic draft to make it
more accessible for maximum discussion. Need to consult with ordinary citizens on its
content. Most bitter complaint surrounds failure to bring Policy and Bill into open
debate. Need for thorough consultation through use of radio. Urgent need to adopt
more open ended approach to formulation of new law.

M
|

Liz Wily,
'New Land Law and the Poor: Implications of the Draft Uganda Land Bill with
comparative reference to The Tanzania^ Bill for The Land Act',
Land Tenure seminar, Kampala, 2 September 1997.

I

Ugandan and Tanzanian Bills have origins in shared goal to make land more readily
available for (often foreign) investment as stimulus to economic growth. Developing
functioning market in land the main objective. Reviews how Bills tackle land reform
for growth with equity. Both consider titling has part to play but diverge sharply in
manner of titling proposed. Ugandan Bill assumes customary tenures do not provide
basis for commoditisation and that smallholding a less desirable target for investment
than commercial farming. Landlessness considered an acceptable cost. Tanzanian Bill
recognises customary rights as equivalent to type of rights obtainable under European
tenures and declares them tradable; imposes constraints on use of land as speculative
commodity; proposes limited market in land adequate to encourage investment for
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growth; embeds control over registration and transfers in community, thus reducing
costs and increasing transparency; seeks to modernise not eliminate traditional regimes.
In Uganda no national land policy or statement of principles. Nothing in Bill to suggest
equity in landholding as an objective and steady decline in provisions offering some
protection to untitled rights. Tanzanian Bill and National Land Policy seek to 'promote
an equitable distribution of and access to land by all citizens.' Ugandan Bill recognises
existence of customary tenure, but no suggestion of equivalence with other tenures,
and clear intention is to promote rapid disappearance of customary land rights through
transformation into freehold titles. Critical feature of conversion is need for cadastral
survey, placing severe limitation on capacity of poor to secure conversion. 7 year
period over which Ugandan Bill drafted has seen attrition in protection provided
customary owners, while Tanzanian Bill declares customary rights equivalent to
already titled rights, even superior, as they will be registered in perpetuity while other
titles limited to 99 years.
Up to this year Ugandan Bill ignored communal land holding and would have granted
Land Boards right to dispose of any land not held by an individual. But most recent
(August 1997) draft effects dramatic and welcome u-turn by adding words 'or
community' allowing registration of communal property by pastoralists etc as private
property. In Tanzania, group ownership fully developed part of NLP and Bill. On
tenants, main objective of Ugandan Bill is to vest ownership once and for ah* in single
owner. Circumstances of de jure and de facto ownership vary widely in ways which
BUI inadequately provides for. In many cases those who think they own land are not
the registered owners. Law may reactivate such owners, disputes may multiply,
evictions may result. Bill disincentive to kind of investments in land it purports to
promote, rendering proposals strategically unsafe and potentially unjust. Feudal
tenancy issues removed in Tanzania through enfranchisement of tenant laws. In respect
of costs, Ugandan Bill lays much of burden of transformation on the poor. Those with
titles will see them automatically upgraded, those without must secure certificates and
freehold conversion by paying fees.
No restrictions on purchase or use, no ceilings or limitation, no requirement to occupy
land in Uganda, while accumulation and speculation explicitly controlled in Tanzanian
Bill, though difficult to adhere to in practice. Ugandan Bill provides for state to
expropriate private land in public interest without normal range of limitations; in
Tanzania state must pay fair and prompt compensation and transparency is promoted.
In Uganda, no provision made for communities to retain Reserves or Parks or become
custodian over areas akeady lost to them; Tanzanian Bill provides legal window of
opportunity for community to re-secure rights over Reserved land.
1992 Uganda national consultation. Only 1,488 consulted, discussion self-limiting and
results selectively used. Tanzanian Land Commission held 277 public meetings
attended by 83,000. Although several of its key recommendations not adopted, its
vision and findings laid clear basis for NLP and Bill. Evidence to suggest Ugandan
Government ready to open Bill to public debate and involve ordinary citizens in final
shaping of Bill. Need to find common ground among different interest groups. Laws
which lack legitimacy unlikely to be fully implemented.
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'A Comparative Review of the Presentation, Process and Content of the Ugandan
Tenure and Control of Land Bill (March 1997) and the Tanzanian Bill for The Land
Act (November 1996)',
Land Tenure seminar, Kampala, 2 September 1997.

I
*

A tabulated fact sheet provided for Kampala seminar. Examines presentation and
process of formulation of Bills, landmarks in law making processes, directly stated
principles guiding content of Bills, comparison of main provisions, proposed systems
for administering land.

«
J

Government of the United Republic of Tanzania, Ministry of Lands, Housing
and Urban Development,
National Land Policy (Dar es Salaam 1995).

•
I

Published June 1995, but not generally available. Said to be result of extensive consultation
and deliberation, but this doubtful Incorporates government position (December 1994) on
Presidential Land Commission Report and recommendations of Arusha workshop (January
1995). Contains policy guidelines with legislation to follow.

•

Liz WUy,

• Need for comprehensive land policy because of changes in land use; increases in
population and livestock; encroachments on pastoral land; increased urbanisation;
upsurge of investors wanting to acquire land; problems deriving from vfllagjsation;
increasing awareness of value of land leading to conflicts, both rural and urban; need to
regulate urban land markets; land transactions taking place though not legally allowed;
evolution of customary tenure towards more individualised ownership accompanied by
development of land markets in areas with high agricultural potential; adoption of
political pluralism.
• central land tenure tenets: land publicly owned and vested in President as trustee on
behalf of citizens; speculation in land to be controlled; rights of occupancy, statutory or
customary, to continue to be only recognised type of land tenure; rights and title under
any new law continue to be based mainly on use and occupation.
• Objectives: promote equitable distribution of and access to land; ensure existing
customary land rights recognised, clarified, secured in law; set ceilings on land
ownership; ensure land put to most productive use; modify and streamline existing land
management systems, administration and dispute adjudication and make them more
transparent; protect land resources from degradation.
• Land to be graded as constitutional category with 4 basic policy tenets entrenched in
Constitution: all land public land vested in President as trustee on behalf of citizens; land
has value; rights and interests of citizens not to be taken without process of law; full, fair
and prompt compensation to be paid when land acquired; Village Councils to administer
village lands subject to limitations embedded in laws; consultation and consent of Village
Council required when alienation necessary; dual system established recognising
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customary and statutory rights of occupancy as equal in law; statutory right of
occupancy not to exceed 99 years, customary right of occupancy no term limit.
• Under present laws, no restrictions on access to land, which has led to speculation. So,
all citizens to have equal access to land; non-citizens not to be granted land unless for
investment under Investment Promotion Act; non-citizens and foreign companies not to
be allowed buy customary land; transfer of customary land rights by citizens to noncitizens to be prohibited; allocation of land for residential and institutional use whenever
possible to be on cost recovery basis; prime residential, commercial and industrial land
to be allocated in transparent manner.
• Women to be entitled to acquire land in their ownrightthrough purchase and allocation,
but inheritance to continue to be governed by custom and tradition. Ownership of land
between husband and wife not to be subject of legislation.
• Special areas for allocation to investors to be set aside; land to be allocated to investors
according to their ability to develop it and interests of citizens safeguarded; land ceilings
fixed by government on basis of proven ability to develop land; land hoarding
discouraged by strict enforcement of development conditions. Mechanisms for
protecting sensitive areas to be created; such areas not to be allocated to individuals.
Special taxes to be imposed to deter land speculation.
• President's powers to acquire land for public interest to be maintained, but reasons for
acquisition must be spelt out; clear definition of'public interest' to be established by law;
acquisition may be challenged in court of law; compensation to be based on principle of
'opportunity cost'.
• Henceforth land to have value and land values to be recognised in all transactions
involving land and in assessment of land rent. Land rent to be based on economic value
of land; land rents for non-citizens to be payable in foreign currency.
• All land to be demarcated and tided on request by individual village, which should bear
the cost. Need to have well established land dispute settlement machinery.
• To control land and protect it from alienation to foreign investors, Village Councils to
be given Certificates of Village Land indicating boundaries. Village Assemblies allowed
to survey land. Village land use planning process to be simplified for speedy execution:
local land use plans to be developed by District Councils with Village Councils; planning
to be done in participatory manner to involve beneficiaries, preceded by studies; plans to
be used for better land use and management and provide basis for guiding extension
packages.
• Land tenure rights to be recognised before user rights for mining timber, hunting etc.
considered; government to ensure that permits for exploitation of natural resources are
issued in line with land use and environmental policies.
• Multiple land use techniques to be encouraged in areas of conflicting land use;
community involvement in resource management, land use planning and conflict
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resolution necessary; agricultural land to be protected against encroachment by
pastoralists; resource sharing to be promoted.

I

• Security of tenure for pastoralists in pastoral land areas to be guaranteed by appropriate
measures; Certificates of Village Land to be issued to protect common property
regimes; underutilised former pasture land to be restored to pastoralists, when not in
conflict with national interests.
• Shifting agriculture and nomadism to be prohibited; incentives to proper pastoral land
stewardship to be provided and modern transhumatic pastoralism to be encouraged;
cattle movement to be regulated; pastoralists and agriculturalists /peasants to be
educated on good land management and utilisation.
• Wildlife migration routes to be protected; all titles to farms and ranches blocking
migration routes to be revoked. Wetlands to be properly studied and proper land uses to
be determined; to be allocated to appropriate users. Mechanisms for protecting beaches,
coastlines, islands to be created.
• To reduce conflicts and malpractices, minister responsible for lands to be sole authority
responsible for land matters; where delegation required, clear and hierarchical system of
accountability. All existing laws dealing with land matters to be rationalised and
consolidated.

Geir Sundet,
'The National Land Policy: the Making of a Policy', chapter in 'The Politics of Land in
Tanzania',
D.Phil thesis, University of Oxford, 1997.
5 years between July 1990, when Director of Urban Development in Ministry of Lands
received go ahead to proceed with drafting of National Land Policy, and June 1995
when NLP finally approved. Main actors were ministerial committee within Ministry of
Lands and Presidential Land Commission.
By end of 1980s clear that existing administrative set-up ill-equipped to deal with new
policy environment. Trade liberalisation lifted restrictions on acquiring land. 1989
Director of Urban Development set about framing urban development policy. Found it
impractical to draft this in absence of a national land policy and updated land law.
Proposed committee be set up to draft comprehensive NLP. Approved July 1990. At
same time Minister of Lands seriously concerned about increasing rate of land
conflicts. Recommended a Presidential Commission. Felt small ministerial committee
not suited to undertake country-wide investigation. Concerned by political fallout.
Gave rise to uncertainty, tension, competition.
Land Commission started January 1991, submitted recommendations November 1992.
Recommended Report be translated into Swahili and made available for public scrutiny
and debate. "Not heeded by Government, so Land Commission failed to spark the
hoped for debate. November 1992 Government passed Land Tenure (Established
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Tanzania - Land Reform
Villages) Act 22 of 1992. Purported to validate all land allocations made during
villagisation. Repealed 1994 by Court of Appeal. Attempted blanket solution by stroke
of pen, which Land Commission had warned against.
Technical Committee within Ministry of Lands had core secretariat of 8. Technocratic
in outlook. Saw land policy as tool to enable Government to implement policies and
main objective to ensure optimal control of land allocation and use. Main policy issue
was Investment Promotion. Most concern on how to make suitable land available to
would be investors. Mtwara only region where all villages demarcated, but common
boundaries and no land for investors. This deemed untenable. Land use planning seen
as solution. Also concern on whether to allow for a land market. Should be
accommodated somehow, but misgivings on effect on the poor, concerns about land
concentration and fears of Asians and Lebanese amassing great tracts. Little emphasis
on customary law. Convinced mortgageable land a prerequisite to development and
that village title would discourage progressive fanners from getting mortgageable titles
for plots. First rudimentary policy proposal May 1992 said land had value in its own
right and singled allocation of very large plots of land to foreign investors as deserving
attention.
Took over 2 years for Government to go public with its position on Land Commission
Report, but January 1993 had draft position paper while May 1993 second draft NLP.
Draft Position only document to have something close to articulated discussion of
Government stand on Land Commission Report. Firm rejection of major points. Would
be unable to implement Investment Promotion Policy so land has to remain in hands of
Government. Yet document purported to embrace most of elements of Land
Commission's recommendations and the differences consistently downplayed. The 2
papers insist existing system not in need of replacement, merely a case of adjusting and
updating.
After May 1993 things ground to a halt for almost 2 years. Change in Ministry October
1993 can be seen as dissatisfaction with state of land administration and frequent
allegations of corrupt allocations. New multipartyism having a significant impact.
Impending elections heightened political sensitivity. Government concerned opposition
parties might exploit land question, though in the event they did not. World Bank
experts brought in. Steptoe and Johnson asked to advise on need for reforms to
facilitate policy environment conducive to investment. Its final report February 1994
recommended privatisation of land. September 1994 Tropical Research and
Development asked to assist in drafting of policy. Set up Land Policy Advisory Unit
within Ministry of Lands.
January 1995 NLP workshop Arusha attended by 150, mostly civil servants and MPs.
Aim was to consider Land Commission and Government's position and make
resolutions on what should be basic elements of new land policy. Presented as key link
in policy making process. Shivji defended Land Commission's defence of customary
tenure, cited hazards of ITR (indrvidualisation, titling and registration) in Kenya. No
clear structure over discussions and decision taking, no point by point agenda,
discussions frequently got bogged down in technical detail. Shivji protested no
Government White Paper and participants not given adequate opportunity to prepare.
Workshop consensus fell in line with Tentative Government Position (4 column paper).
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Agreement on land having value and as constitutional category, name of spouse on
customary land certificates, consent of spouse for disposition, jurisdiction to Village
Assembly (not Council) to ensure democratic control and transparency. At end of
workshop, felt decisive step towards NLP, final version expected imminently. But no
formalised summary, no published recommendations, account or official record.
A few days later Minister Lowassa issued decree that non-citizens should not be
allocated land, except in joint ventures with citizens. Discussed in workshop, though
no consensus. Just politics; Lowassa had started campaigning for elections. Delay of 2
months hurt Lowassa, hoping to be a presidential candidate and wanted NLP as trump
card. Other senior Government people took eye off ball during run up to elections.
Allowed more leeway for officials to influence final policy June 1995. Arusha changes
scrapped. Back to Village Councils and rewrite on women's rights to be governed by
custom and tradition. Also Commissioner, not Minister, of Lands sole authority
responsible for land administration. Outright ban on non-citizens dropped. NLP
occasioned little debate in Parliament, unanimously approved.
Secrecy understandable, but complete absence of debate not. Government given easy
ride by opposition parties. Arusha workshop an exercise in legitimation. Little actually
changed from beginning to end. May 1992 land seen as valuable commodity,
Investment Promotion one of prime objectives of policy. Land Commission
recommendations adapted to fit Ministry's model. Only major change was tentative
approval of open land market. Expatriate consultants do not appear to have had
appreciable impact on final Policy.

Geir Sundet,
'Analysis of the Land Commission Report and the National Land Policy', chapter in
"The Politics of Land in Tanzania',
D.Phil thesis, University of Oxford, 1997.
National Land Policy guidelines and subsequent legislation will have profound impact.
Land Commission Report exceptionally well researched and argued, innovative,
especially on treatment of customary rights and participatory procedures, aroused
considerable international interest, reviewed favourably by World Bank. Recent
research shows systems of customary tenure highly adaptive and tend to move
increasingly towards individualisation of rights as market develops and pressure on
land increases. Establishment of village land register and issuing of registered
customary rights (HAMs) provides workable way of institutionalising such rights
without arresting continuing evolution. Land Commission has confidence in resilience
of customary system, but takes dim view of potential consequences of open land
market. Protective in extreme of marketability of village lands. Kenyan experience
suggests credit not likely to be readily available due to unwillingness to accept
smallholder land as security, regardless of whether titled. Recommendations weak on
issues relating to pastoralism and common property resources. Village Assemblies now
weak because they have no decision making powers. Vesting village land in Assemblies
would for first time allow villagers decisive say in administration of their most vital
resource, so revitalising village democracy and strengthening local government
structure from bottom up. Local government which doesn't control land almost
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Tanzania - Land Reform
irrelevant. Model for National Lands disappointing. Argument that open land market
would necessarily lead to increased concentration and widespread landlessness
misconceived. Little evidence in Kenya of accumulation of larger holdings. Inequality
more likely to be result of Government allocation and preferential treatment of
individuals during first time registration. Land Commission recommendations provide
well thought out and realistic framework for land reform Model for village-based
administration has potential to resolve legally ambiguous and conflict-ridden state of
affairs prevailing since villagisation of 1970s. Heavily decentralised structure of land
administration would make adjudication and registration of claims infinitely easier.
NLP no significant change, same basic assumptions as policies of past, no change in
institutional framework. Consolidation of present situation with Ministry's command
emphatically confirmed. Bears all hallmarks of a hurriedly prepared document.
Significant centralisation of powers. Resolves ambiguity in favour of Ministry. Minister
given wide discretionary powers. Decision to make land a constitutional category
positive but of only limited symbolic value. Development conditions of virtually no
significance because administration stretched to limit and no resources to check
compliance. Will mean continuation of long standing conflict between villagers' wish
to secure all customary rights to land and Government's concern to release land for
investors. Government has declined to loosen firm grip. Fails to give adequate level of
transparency and accountability. Little prospect of large backlog in courts clearing up.
Rather than Kenya-style comprehensive registration and titling, going for titling on
demand, but within present structure opens up plethora of possibilities for land
grabbing by the well connected.

Issa G. Shivji,
'Grounding the Debate on Land: The National Land Policy and its Implications', Land
Rights Research and Resources Institute, Workshop on the National Land Policy, Dar
es Salaam, April 1996. Published in Change, 5, 1997, 37-47.
Since preparations for workshop began, preliminary version of draft bill for a National Land
Law Act prepared by ODA legal consultant, Patrick McAuslan. Ministry of Lands
organised workshop 25-26 March to deliberate draft biD, but policy itself not for discussion
or debate. Shivji invited but declined. Shift from policy debate to debate on legislation
narrows its scope and limits it to 'legal experts and technicians', turning the public into
spectators. Genesis of NLP difficult to trace because whole process internal to Ministry of
Lands, in consultation with foreign-funded organisations and consultants. Several
workshops organised by Ministry, including one in Arusha in January 1995 facilitated by
US Tropical Research and Development. Among papers presented there was 'Tentative
Government Position on the Report of the Presidential Commission into Land Matters'. In
form of 4 columns: issues, commission recommendation, tentative government position,
workshop recommendation. Comments in form of cryptic notes. Even tentative position
not been in public domain for debate. Sounds like set of directives which people simply
have to accept. Upshot of this was March 1995 NLP which became June 1995 NLP,
printed copies of which not available in Government bookshop. Consultation, far from
being extensive, as claimed, confined to exclusive workshops.
NLP sees no problem with monopoly of radical title vested in president, while
Commission's recommendations constructed round premise that land ownership ought to
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be democratised by diversifying source of radical land title. Overwhelming evidence has
shown that colonial and post-colonial regimes did not entrench customary rights in law.
Power to alienate land has been highly abused by functionaries, but NLP retains these
virtually undiminished. NLP has no substantive provisions and mechanisms to provide
security of tenure to peasants and pastoralists. Curiously, non-citizens likely to enjoy
greater security since theirs would be contractual relation with state which would be liable
to pay 'full, fair and prompt' compensation on acquisition.
Once ownership of land vested in state, character of land administration qualitatively
different; in nature of exercise of power - which has been flagrantly abused at expense of
those without political or material leverage. NLP does not see this cancer; identifies main
problem as overlapping authorities. Old colonial bias against peasants and pastoralists
reappears in e.g. 'shifting agriculture and nomadism will be prohibited'. Agents of
development seen only as investors from outside.
NLP erected on statist perspectives and premises. Problems addressed from standpoint of
bureaucrat not land users; fiirther centralisation of power; top-down methods reproduced
and reinforced; geared to promote accumulation from above. NLP fundamentally
restatement of existing land tenure system with all its problems. Manifesto of Ministry of
Lands trying desperately to defend maladministration and abuse of power by rhetorical and
hortatory statements of principles while reinforcing existing institutional hierarchies and
management styles in its substantive provisions. Decisive role of foreign consultants while
local Land Commission ignored shows how far Tanzania has gone down road of recolonisation.

Wilbert B.L. Kapinga,
'Some Reflections on the Land Commission Report and the National Land Policy',
Land Rights Research and Resources Institute, Workshop on the National Land
Policy, Dar es Salaam, April 1996. Published in Change, 5, 1997, 9-17.
Land Commission guided by principles: modernisation of tradition, not imposing
modernisation on tradition; democratisation of land tenure control and administration; rules
of land tenure should facilitate accumulation from below; security and safety of land rights
first. June 1995 Ministry of Lands released NLP, but no White Paper on Report, no
discussion or dissemination of NLP. Meanwhile, draft land bill believed to be based on NLP
prepared for Government by Patrick McAuslan, ODA consultant. Commission illustrated
multifarious land problems resulting from lack of national land policy, yet NLP merely
modifies existing tenure. Commission recommended multiple land tenure system of
National Lands and Village Lands, thus divesting radical title (Le. ultimate ownership and
control) from president and doing away with executive monopoly over control and
management of land. Central idea was to ensure people's access, openness, transparency
and democratisation of land administration and control. NLP flatly rejected this without
giving any reason and advocated virtual retention of old system. Main problem with
participatory scheme proposed by NLP is that it disregards fact that villagers have no faith
in District Councils. NLP sees existing system as fundamentally sound, makes only broad
proposals to deal with conflicting land laws and uncoordinated management of land by
local officials. NLP completely misses central idea of Commission for institutional
framework which is accountable to more representative organs. NLP maintains status quo,
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Tanzania - Land Reform
vests more power in executive arm. Overwhehning demand for direct community
participation has been subverted by overcentralisation of power in Ministry of Lands.

Ibrahim H. Juma,
"The National Land Policy in the Context of Existing Land Law and Practice',
Land Rights Research and Resources Institute, Workshop on the National Land
Policy, Dar es Salaam, April 1996. Published in Change, 5, 1997, 18-30.
Land Commission showed land tenure system and land regime as a whole to be in utter
disorder, customary land rights of millions of rural land holders abused. Their vulnerability
continues. Past safeguards in law and constitution have not protected people from abuse.
Fundamental contradiction in land laws between what is provided by letter of law and
practice on ground. Deliberate attempt to place land matters under control of administrative
arm of government. Problems resulting from this in past include failure to protect people in
rural and urban areas against foreign and local investors. Political leaders and government
officials at various levels directly or indirectly involved in allocation of land. Democratising
land management not part of NLP agenda. Classic example of secretive trustee introducing
changes without even knowledge of beneficiaries. Responsibility for new NLP cannot
legitimately be left to Ministry alone; it should publish White Paper for discussion.

Frederick Kaijage and Anna Tibaijuka,
Poverty and Social Exclusion in Tanzania,
United Nations Development Programme, International Institute for Labour Studies,
Research Series 109 (Geneva: UNDP, 1996).
Chapter on 'Exclusion in relation to access to land' (pp. 135-56).
Population concentrated in about 15-20% of country, mostly at the periphery. Central zone
subject to frequent and severe drought. So land shortage a far greater problem than is
usually acknowledged. Aggravated by villagisation, which introduced concept of village
land and hemmed settlers in, making it impossible for people to expand into new areas in
response to changing conditions. Pressure on village land intense. Led to rapid depletion of
soil fertility and erosion. Pastures overgrazed. Question of access to land resources thus of
critical importance.
Evidence suggests that people with political clout or money are able to influence decisions
and derive advantage from allocation of land resources by the state. 1992 Land
Commission heard complaints from villagers in Mtwara and Mara regions about arbitrary
government allocation of village lands. People also losing land in urban and peri-urban
areas. Innumerable instances of peasant loss of land rights to commercial developers,
tourist operators, land speculators and corrupt state bureaucrats. Events of villagisation
eloquent testimony to precariousness of peasant customary land rights. In Arusha region,
where land is subject to intense competition, holders of customary land rights have been the
losers. Development of a land market, especially in peri-urban areas and districts where
land has a high commercial value because of cash crop production, has led to considerable
number of smallholder peasant farmers becoming landless or being forced to move into
marginal lands. Many forced into insolvency by 'stress sales'.
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Within households, wives, widows and orphans especially vulnerable to loss of access to
family land through sales by avaricious family patriarchs. Denial of equitable land rights to
women embodied in traditional and statutory rules as well as case law relating to
inheritance. Patrilineal communities (80%) disinherit female children on grounds that they
are expected to marry and have children in a different clan. Traditional safeguards being
distorted. Courts generally upheld customary rules of succession. Even during villagisation,
issue of land rights for women handled in a very traditional way.
Economies of pastoralists and hunter-gatherers under even greater pressure than
agriculturalists; regarded as obstacle to development, peripheral to national economy,
generally excluded from benefits of infrastructural development and basic social services.
Under threat from external forces laying claim to their land - cultivators, tourist developers,
conservationists and the state.

Arild Angelsen and Odd-Helge Fjeldstad,
Land Reforms and Land Degradation in Tanzania: A Iternative Economic Approaches
Christian Michelsen Institute Working Paper 3, (Bergen: Christian Michelsen Institute,
1995).
Emphasises economic factors seen to be the major determinants of fanners' choices in
the highlands zone of west Tanzania. The focus is on two sets of economic variables:
the property rights regime governing land use; and relative prices. Part 1 focuses on
land rights and reform and relates these issues to theories of property rights. Part 2
discusses the potential role of various economic factors in explaining the degree of
land degradation. Emphasis is on the effect of different property rights regimes and
other economic factors in determining how farmers use and manage land resources.
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Tanzania - Land and Pastoralism
Mark Bradbury, Simon Fisher and Charles Lane,
Working with Pastoralist NGOS and Land Conflicts in Tanzania, A report on a workshop
held in Terrat, Tanzania llth-15th December, 1994 (London: IIED, Forest, Trees and
People, and Responding to Conflict, 1995).
Conflicts in pastoral areas between pastoralists and government over land rights; between
competing land users over access to diminishing resources; between pastoral organisations
with different ideas about how to stem the loss of land. Don't manifest themselves as largescale armed conflicts, more structural and hidden, but violent in their impact of forcing
people from their homes.
Survival of pastoralists and hunter gatherers threatened by widespread alienation of
communal lands, loss of access to traditional pastures. Driving forces: 1) government
policies - pastoralism generally seen as peripheral economic activity, little attention to
securing means by which pastoral production can be assured in long term 2) widely held
belief that common land tenure is inefficient and potentially destructive of environment.
Policies stem from lack of understanding of rationale behind pastoral production and that
pastoralists can effectively manage resources in ecologically sustainable manner. Evidence
suggests best use of Africa's savannahs is through mobile livestock production and that
indigenous pastoral production systems are best suited for this particular habitat. By
sanctioning alienation of land for agricultural production or wildlife conservation,
government is undermining sustainable production and ensuring prophesy of destruction is
fulfilled.
Policies manifest in villagisation and recent issuing of titles to village land and requirement
of formal land use planning. Has resulted in break up of pastoral commons into discrete and
potentially exclusive titles. Villagisation imposed alien system of government, effectively
disenfranchising many pastoral elders because they were not literate. Also disrupted
customary land tenure arrangements.
Liberalisation of economy has resulted in burgeoning of local and foreign businesses,
focused primarily on commercial farming, tourism, gem mining. Created environment
conducive to land alienation, increased possibilities for marketing agricultural production
and encouraged individuals and companies to acquire land for commercial farming, hi
northern Tanzania, interests of conservationists and tourism have come in conflict with
pastoralists and hunter gatherers over use of communal rangelands. Maasai households
forcibly removed from protected areas.
New National Land Policy likely to result in further alienation of pastoral lands. For
pastoral groups to continue to manage conflicts over resources, as they have in the past,
diversity of customary land tenure arrangements needs to be recognised by the state and
local control over land needs to be incorporated into contemporary administrative
structures. Encroachment by agriculturalists, titling of pastoral lands, creation of wildlife
reserves have combined to push more and more pastoralists onto marginal areas, leading to
increasing poverty. Land alienation is increasing poverty among pastoralists and threatening
whole way of life; land rights and livelihoods intricately linked. Pastoralists organising into
NGOs, going to court, running publicity campaigns, seen as threat by government.
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J.T. Mwaikusa,
"The Policy Paper and its Implications on Pastoral Lands',
Land Rights Research and Resources Institute, Workshop on the National Land
Policy, Dar es Salaam, April 1996. Published in Change, 5, 1997, 31-6.

I
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Government policies continue to marginalise pastoral communities and disregard and even
violate then rights to land. Widespread attitude in government circles that regards
pastoralists as underutinsing or misusing land. Rights of pastoral communities have been
extremely insecure. Fact that 'communal lands' are in actual use and form basis of pastoral
life often ignored by policies. Government has found it easier, more expedient and cheaper
to take over pastoral rather than agricultural lands because of legal requirement to
compensate previous owners and compensation only paid for 'unexhausted improvements'.
Encroachment on pastoral lands by agriculturalists always been encouraged by government
policies, so pastoralists being displaced from lands and livelihoods, most extensively in
Arusha. Another pretext for eviction of pastoralists has been wildlife conservation.
Pastoralists faced with ominous prospect of extinction as identifiable communities.
Statements in National Land Policy not sufficiently reassuring. Little or no indication that
NLP will make break with past or that special needs of pastoralists have been considered.
In past displaced pastoral communities have not been given alternative lands, left to wander
and run into conflict with settled communities. NLP does not propose to put an end to this
predicament. NLP makes age old wrong assumption that pastoralists are cause of conflicts
and degradation because of allegedly inherent nomadism and unregulated free movement of
livestock. But they only become nomads when displaced. No solution to prohibit
nomadism, as NLP proposes. Talks of guaranteeing security of tenure in pastoral land
areas, but existing policies have guaranteed no security, pastoral land areas already
diminished to the extreme. NLP also talks of restoring to pastoralists underutilised or
neglected former pasture lands, but only when not in conflict with national interests.
Nothing new; in past such land sold off for privatisation. No serious commitment in NLP to
guaranteeing rights of pastoral communities to pastoral lands essential for sustenance and
continued existence as communities.
Under villagisation, government officials simply lumped pastoralists and livestock into
overcrowded 'ranching villages' unable to sustain livestock because areas too small or
unsuitably located to enable rotational grazing, thus leading to disastrous ecological
imbalance. NLP bluntly rejects giving greater powers over village lands to village
assemblies. Greatest weakness of NLP is failure to promote people's participation in land
issues at grassroot level. For pastoralist communities this now essential
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Charles Lane (Ed), Custodians of the Commons: Pastoral Land Tenure in East and
West Africa (London: Kogan Page and Earthscan, 1997), 150-68.

_

Pastoralists being restricted to specific localities, so unable to make full use of ecological
diversity and forced to overuse land. No longer have full control over land they use.
Newcomers no longer seek permission from councils of elders to use resources. Large
tracts of land continually being alienated and put on long term lease for large scale fanning.
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Tanzania - Land and Pastoralism
Expansion of agriculture and pastoralists becoming more sedentary has placed great
demands on the rangelands. Increasing conflicts over land.

Frederick Kaijage and Anna Tibaijuka,
Poverty antisocial exclusion in Tanzania,
United Nations Development Programme, International Institute for Labour Studies,
Research Series 109 (Geneva: UNDP, 1996).
Economies of pastoralists and hunter-gatherers under even greater pressure than
agriculturalists; regarded as obstacle to development, peripheral to national economy,
generally excluded from benefits of infrastructural development and basic social services.
Under threat from external forces laying claim to their land - cultivators, tourist developers,
conservationists and the state.

Charles Lane and Jeremy Swift,
East African Pastoralism: Common Land, Common Problems: Report on the Pastoral
Land Tenure Workshop, Arusha, Tanzania, 1-3 December 1988,
International Institute for Environment and Development, Working Paper 8 (London:
IIED, 1989).
At the workshop threats to rangeland and pastoral livelihoods by widespread land
alienation were discussed. Sources of land tenure problems for pastoralists put forward
were legal aspects in land conflicts and inappropriate policy which penalises pastoral
production and threatens food security. Case studies on: Maasai group ranches in
Kenya; northern Kenyan pastoralists; Maasai in Tanzania; and Barabaig in Tanzania.
The case studies and discussions centred around the themes of: law and institutions;
information, education and training; and policy. An action programme for the
organisations involved is briefly outlined and the administrative mechanisms by which
the recommendations would be followed up are summarised.
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Tanzania - Land and Women
Issa G. Shivji,
'Reflections on the Woman Question and Land: Some Debating Points',
Choice, 5, 1997, 64-71.
Discusses ownership of and access to land, control over fruits of labour, issues relating
to inheritance and divorce. Issue is not lack of access to land by women, but
ownership, a complex concept tied in with larger question of what system of land
tenure exists, what is desirable and in whose interest. Evidence from other African
countries shows that ITR has not benefited women; less than 2% women titled in
Kenyan reform. Titles in form of right of occupancy exist in Tanzania and can be
owned by women and men. Some women do own them, especially in urban areas.
More do not because of poverty and patriarchal system. Men as clan, family or village
leaders play virtually exclusive role in decision making processes over allocation and
disposal of land and resources. This one of central pillars of patriarchal system. Need
to relate gender issue with larger question of democratisation, liberalisation and
marketisation. Women the first and most affected victims of SAPs. Women told Land
Commission problem was not lack of ownership but lack of land, with village land
being alienated to outsiders or sold by men running off to towns.
Succession generally governed by personal laws dependent on religious affiliations and
ethnic groups. Not clear that reform of law by the state outlawing gender inequality in
laws of succession would necessarily work in practice or be in interests of large
majority of women in villages. Better to adopt tangential reforms in framework
legislation as part of overall democratisation process to change gender bias practices
and customs. Private property clause in constitution can be used to encourage testators
to leave their property, including land, to their female children, thus indirectly declaring
customary and Islamic laws and practices unconstitutional. Law could also protect
divorced women having to leave land they were working.
These issues all been expressed in debate on land reform. Contrasts approach of Land
Commission to that of proposed Land Act. Former tried to modernise tradition in
democratic direction rather than impose modernisation from above by statutory
compulsion. Intention behind placing both names on village certificates of land was to
make inroad into oral culture while allowing community to evolve their own
conception of implications of this. Approach of Act is market driven in which central
element is negotiability of land rather than security of tenure. Progressive rhetoric in
statement of principles, but more in words than deed at community level.
Solutions suggested do not have same effect and implication for urban middle class and
village peasant women. Problem of land and gender must be seen in differentiated
fashion. Question of democratising land tenure system intricately tied with
democratising gender relationships.
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Marjorie Mbilinyi,
"The Land Issue',
Ulingowa Jinsia, 2, 2, January-March 1997, 1-3.
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Women dispossessed of rights to land by 'customary laws' established by colonial
state, reflecting alliance of colonial government and group of old men. This denied
rights of women and youth to land embedded in real precolonial relations. Dualistic
system of laws unchanged since independence locks people in arbitrary and
contradictory world. Customary laws manipulated by different actors according to
private interests with outcomes dictated by power relations associated with class,
gender and age. Growing pressure on government from strong business interests to
liberalise land laws and open up land to 'free' market forces. Proposed Land Act
designed to meet these interests. Safeguards are only denned according to customary
law and practice, i.e. patriarchal laws. Those who oppose Land Act argue either that
customary laws should be completely abolished, or for universansation of law, with
customary laws of today abolished, but community as it exists today (pluralistic, multiethnic, urban and rural) having power to regulate and control land within its
boundaries and community members have powers of regulation and control over land.
Tanzanians need to become actively involved in debates on proposed Land Act, study
its consequences, lobby for kind of law that really meets their interests. NGOs and
community members can work together in coalition pressure groups. Women and
youth have special stake; their rights to land and other property depend on its
outcome.
Marie Shaba,
'The Policy Paper's Position on Gender and its Implications',
Land Rights Research and Resources Institute, Workshop on the National Land
Policy, Dar es Salaam, April 1996.
The National Land Policy, like the whole government system, is patriarchal NLP
encourages NGOs to participate in effective utilisation of land. NGOs should take this
seriously; what other chance will women and youth get? Disempowered people cannot
protect land rights unless there is mass public debate on NLP, followed by para-legal
training. Disempowered groups, especially women, still don't understand how to organise
effectively to advance their interests.
Ingrid Yngstrom,
'Negotiating Access to Land: Gender and Land Registration in Tanzania',
Nuffield College, Oxford, September 1997.
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Study of 1991-5 implementation of Dodoma Land Use Management Project involving
demarcation and registration of individual farm plots in two villages in Mvumi
Division, Mzula and Holo. Registration implemented as part of wider objective to
improve land use management on assumption it provides farmers with tenure security
and so better incentives to invest in their land. Questions this assumption and that
existing land rights can be accurately recorded through registration.
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Tanzania - Land and Women
By examining disputes arising out of registration, argues that it produced new
conditions of insecurity over access to land for groups already experiencing marginal
access to land. Context for disputes is registration, adjudication and extreme shortage
of land, latter mainly result of rapid increase in population. Also shortage of fertile land
because of severe erosion.
Two main forms of dispute analysed: between men and women who form sibling
relationships between or across clan (brothers and sisters; widows and brothers-in law)
and between poorer and wealthier members of same clan. Disputes between male and
female siblings ongoing for many years. Women's rights to inherit land from parents
subsidiary to those of brothers and been slowly eroding as brothers' land needs taken
precedence. Women's rights to such land become open-ended and ambiguous as they
have been expected to return land to brothers. Some women have resisted as brothers
have begun to reclaim land from their sisters. Many new disputes of this type arose
during registration. Poor men can exercise subsidiary use rights over land of their
wealthier relatives. Such rights also open-ended and negotiable. No evidence of such
disputes prior to registration, but disputes arose during registration, reflecting fear of
poor men that their subsidiary rights would be removed.
Currently argued that African systems of land tenure defy registration because claims
under customary law multiple and subsidiary rights cannot be recognised under system
only recording exclusive individual rights. But in this study threat of extinction of
subsidiary rights insufficient explanation for disputes which arose, but threat to
bargaining power - rights of women and poor men to negotiate access. Women in
particular threatened by registration since their rights already being eroded within
customary system. In some cases men used registration to reclaim land on basis of
already redefined customary practice.
Findings support current thinking that registration may lead to greater insecurity over
access for women and poor men exercising marginal rights to land. Long term
implications as yet unclear. Findings have implications for those implementing land
registration as part of land use management projects. Underlying aim of registration
requires examination from point of view that issue for customary landholders as group
is not simply security of tenure, though this might be in interests of wealthy farmers.
For those marginalised from land, issue is one of cultivation rights - of access to an
income opportunity. One of Project's aims was to improve women's access to land
through registration, but findings suggest registration may have achieved reverse. Not
only unnecessary, may also be harmful. Leading academics and practitioners in field of
land tenure no longer recommend land registration and titling. One of most convincing
arguments against it is that it is not cost effective. For farmers, most obvious drawback
is it does not provide security of access to land.
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Tanzania - Land and Women
Frederick Kaijage and Anna Tibaijuka,
Poverty and social exclusion in Tanzania,
United Nations Development Programme, International Institute for Labour Studies,
Research Series 109 (Geneva: UNDP, 1996).
Within households, wives, widows and orphans especially vulnerable to loss of access to
family land through sales by avaricious family patriarchs. Denial of equitable land rights to
women embodied in traditional and statutory rules as well as case law relating to
inheritance. Patrilineal communities (80%) disinherit female children on grounds that they
are expected to marry and have children in a different clan. Traditional safeguards being
distorted. Courts generally upheld customary rules of succession. Even during villagisation,
issue of landrightsfor women handled in a very traditional way.
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Uganda - Land Tenure
Joanne Bosworth,
'Land and Society in South Kigezi, Uganda',
D.Phil, thesis, University of Oxford, 1995.
Examines controversies surrounding capacity of customary land tenure systems to meet
competing economic, political and social demands in study of South Kigezi, peripheral
region with high population density and history of labour migration. Customary system
adapted in context of economic, political and social transformation rather than evolved in
response to demographic pressure and economic change, principally through emergence of
a land market, but this has not resulted in individuansation of control over land, which
remains constrained by social, ideological and political factors. These factors may also
constrain conditions of access in relation to particular users. Claims people make to use,
manage and transfer land are related to perceptions of social roles and it is these, rather
than land regulations, which ultimately underlie structure of incentives to engage in
agricultural production. Functioning of land market appears to be contributing to increasing
stratification of land holdings and to margmalisation of certain groups.
Intense competition over land resources. Hah7 a million people, near Rwanda border.
Population density in parts nearly 1000 per square mile, cf Kilimanjaro and Kenyan Central
Highlands. Thriving land market with frequent temporary and permanent land transfers.
Almost universal access to land in Uganda, but holdings small, 85% under 2ha, so
administration of land and ways in which claims negotiated crucial. These mediated through
custom, itself contested.
Debate persists on whether customary rights provide adequate security to encourage
investment or whether formal adjudication and title are necessary. Experiences withtitlenot
very successful, demonstrated a number of shortcomings. Largest body of literature is on
Kenya. High degree of coercion to effect requisite consolidation before adjudication and
registration, abuses of adjudication and high costs of initial programme. Also costs of
recurrent administration, failure to maintain registers, polarisation with small number of
absentee landowners, rather than emergence of widespread commercial farming, and
disincentives to production because of neglect of subordinate rights in registration and
titling process.
In Uganda legislation for registration by consent enacted 1958, but proposals for titling
rejected as unnecessary and costly. Evidence from single pilot scheme suggests that
evidence not clear that registration of title influences investment. Customary tenures proved
more adaptable and less inhibiting of investment than expected, capable of adapting to new
crops and technologies, and variety of market transactions in land and crops have arisen.
Clearly emerged that rural land concentration does not imply privatisation of ownership. In
many situations multiple forms of access coexist with exclusivity. Nevertheless, World
Bank (1989) continues to support view that traditional tenure systems will need
codification and that agricultural modernisation and population pressure will make tiding
necessary. It supports freehold tenure and registration in Uganda (1993) because freehold
necessary to encourage investments in and sound management of land and facilitates use of
land as collateral for credit and enhances title holders desire to engage in long term
investments. This assumes that relationship between people and land resources can be
effectively directed and regulated from above by statutory definition of property rights. But
landholding remains deeply embedded in the social structure. Linked to structure of power
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and changes in power relationships ultimately determine ability of people to exercise claims
over land. This demands deeper understanding of means by which rights in custom are
determined. Main issues (Shipton and Goheen 1992) include contestability of custom,
multiple and overlapping claims, recurring difficulties of administration, manipulations and
shortcomings oftidingschemes. This has highlighted problematic that people rarely behave
the way planners expect them to and that the influence of government over land claims is
necessarily limited. Berry says people's access to land depends on participation in
processes of interpretation and adjudication. Ability to exercise claims remains closely
linked to membership in social networks. This does not guarantee access to land, but it
does blur impact of legally sanctioned processes of exclusion. Even formally registered land
remains subject to multiple claims and the power of landholders, including governments,
over access to land is less than absolute.
Land policies which seek to privilege or create legal rights of ownership by registering
transferable interests and neglecting rights of subordinate users, land registration Kenya,
villagisation Tanzania, resettlement Zimbabwe, have curtailed women's rights and
enhanced men's. But effect of gender may be mediated by class. Much of potential power
of women rests on indispensability of female labour power to agricultural production.
While men may have assumed rights to transfer land through sale and inheritance, women
sometimes gained greater influence in use and management. Negotiability of custom gender balance in control of resources is highly contested domain in many African societies.
Clear that individuals and groups invest significant resources in seeking to manipulate or
reverse gender differentials in land rights.
1987 determined that land policy throughout Uganda be reviewed to address problems of
diversity of tenure types - mailo, freehold, leasehold and customary. Tension exacerbated
by 1975 Land Reform Decree which removed protection of tenants from eviction by
Baganda mailo owners. Elsewhere freeholds converted to leaseholds. Customary tenures
not directly regulated, but concern about security of tenure of smallholders and potential of
customary systems to adapt and accommodate population growth and changing conditions
of production. 1993 Tenure and Control of Land Bill seeks to establish freehold as uniform
tenure, envisaged that this would be voluntary and not entail compulsory consolidation of
holdings. All existing leaseholds to be reconverted to freehold immediately. Tenants'
interest to be converted into freehold on agreement with mailo owner and on payment of
compensation agreed between two parties. On customary tenures, little investigation of
changing tenure or its responsiveness to demographic, economic and social pressures.
Judgements of performance of customary sector in facilitating access to land remain largely
subjective.
Current national debate revolves not around production, but ownership and security of
tenure. Basic concern of Ugandans that land should be property of those who occupy it
rather than grant on sufferance from a superior body. Policies which seek to address issues
of distribution and land use need to be broader in conception, less reliant on statute, less
coercive. No single solution can reverse agricultural decline in KigezL
People's motivations for acquiring and holding onto land often not directly related to its use
as productive resource, whether acquired through inheritance or market. Power of state to
effect major changes doubtful given resistance to external interference and significance of
ideologies of social responsibility to divisions of land, labour, crop and income control.
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Uganda - Land Tenure
Issa G. Shivji,
'Report on the Karamoja Project',
Oxfam UK/I Uganda, May 1996.
Threats to land by mining activities in Karamoja. Oxfam sponsored visit by Shivji May
1996. Possibility of introducing ITR (mdrvidualisation, titling and registration). Experience
reviewed in Tanzanian Land Commission. Implies conversion of customary to statutory
tenure which many customary users do not understand, nor does it have legitimacy with
them. Thus land register hardly ever reflects reality on the ground. Tiding invariably gives
rise to disputes leading to conflicts as the better off try to take advantage. Titles facilitate
negotiability which allows some members to sell off land to the detriment of women,
children and general community interests. Titling and registration involves enormous
expenses not easily affordable by local communities. For these reasons ITR has increasingly
come under heavy criticism, including by World Bank researchers. Practitioners and
academics falling back on customary tenures as better means of providing security of
tenure. State has to enact a different form of legal framework to recognise and entrench
customary tenures andrightsin law.

Centre for Basic Research,
CBR Memorandum on the Proposed Land Tenure and Control Bill in Uganda,
CBR Working Paper 33 (Kampala: CBR, 1992).
1989 Wisconsin Land Tenure Centre study had shortcomings, focused only on Buganda
and ignored issues of rights of access to and control of land under customary tenure. There
is no correct land policy for all places at all times. Forms of land tenure extremely diverse in
Uganda. 3 urgent needs: to combat growing landlessness in rural areas to halt and reverse
growing concentration in fewer and absentee hands; to eliminate exploitative rent relations
arising from wide inequality; to give security to all land users. Before changes in communal
areas, need for comprehensive study and widespread consultation. Following 1975 Land
Reform Decree, there has been growth of absentee land ownership and speculative land
holding. Increasing concentration of ownership and fragmentation of use. Ugandan context
shows freehold not an unqualified good. Recommend maximum on amount of land held by
individuals as freehold of about 8 acres, varying from place to place. Anything more than
this should be on lease. Land registry highly centralised and defective.
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Uganda - Land Reform
Liz Wily,
"The Tenure and Control of Land Bill Uganda: An appraisal of implications',
Report for British Development Division in East Africa (BDDEA), Department for
International Development (DFID), June 1997.
Very critical appraisal. Confidential until it became public document following seminar
in Kampala 2 September 1997 at which it was presented.
Bill rewards those who have title, will greatly benefit the rich, including non-citizen
investors. Intention is to promote entirely free market in land through transformation
of whole country into individually owned freehold and leasehold estates. Land rights of
occupiers to be turned into rent paying tenants under certificate of occupancy.
Individuals owning land through tradition will get freehold if they register land and
apply for conversion to freehold through title. Will individualise and privatise tenure to
the maximum. Land entirely open to anyone with the means to obtain it, including noncitizens. Less commitment in present draft to securing rights of existing farmers than to
make land available to the market. Will not benefit national economy. Premised on old
and false World Bank notion of titling being necessary for agrarian transformation and
economic growth. Virtually no limitations on power of state to expropriate land, no
need to consult. No ceiling on land held by investors, no requirement to use or occupy
land. No protection for customary land ownership beyond single individual or head of
household. If law implemented, customary ownership will be eliminated. One of
harshest transformations into western tenure yet seen in Africa.
Despite long gestation, Bill not founded on comprehensive land policy or popular
support. Very few citizens have had access to its contents. Compares unfavourably to
Tanzanian Bill. Landlord tenant relationship resolved in favour of landlord, with
tenants required to pay rent, liable to eviction for failure to pay after 3 years, so may
become landless. Bill may reactivate owners who have long accepted that they don't
really own the land, so evictions may result. Law opens door to rapid accumulation
and land speculation. No accountability of land administration bodies mentioned in
Bill. No exemption from fee paying for the poor. Insecurity of tenure for all likely to
increase dramatically. Need to make Bill a public document and encourage debate
before it goes to parliament. Donors should ensure that drafters of law benefit from
other experiences in Africa via study tours or seminar.
If Bill is to be workable, valid for the majority and socially sound, it needs amendments
which will: restore security, modernise titling to meet local realities, make possible
holding of land in common, develop local responsibility for natural resource
management, ensure natural justice in household tenure, regulate land market in favour
of existing rights, place constraints on expropriation of land by government, improve
accountability of land administration bodies.
Concern that if Bill goes through in Uganda, even more likely that pressures will grow
in Tanzania towards greater privatisation and openness to foreign ownership of land.
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Liz Wily,
'New Land Law and the Poor: Implications of the Draft Uganda Land Bill with
comparative reference to The Tanzanian Bill for The Land Act',
Land Tenure seminar, Kampala, 2 September 1997.

I
*

Ugandan and Tanzanian Bills have origins in shared goal to make land more readily
available for (often foreign) investment as stimulus to economic growth. Developing
functioning market in land the main objective. Reviews how Bills tackle land reform
for growth with equity. Both consider titling has part to play but diverge sharply in
manner of titling proposed. Ugandan Bill assumes customary tenures do not provide
basis for commoditisation and that smallholding a less desirable target for investment
than commercial farming. Landlessness considered an acceptable cost. Tanzanian Bill
recognises customary rights as equivalent to type of rights obtainable under European
tenures and declares them tradable; imposes constraints on use of land as speculative
commodity; proposes limited market in land adequate to encourage investment for
growth; embeds control over registration and transfers in community, thus reducing
costs and increasing transparency; seeks to modernise not eliminate traditional regimes.
In Uganda no national land policy or statement of principles. Nothing in Bill to suggest
equity in landholding as an objective and steady decline in provisions offering some
protection to untitled rights. Tanzanian Bill and National Land Policy seek to 'promote
an equitable distribution of and access to land by all citizens.' Ugandan Bill recognises
existence of customary tenure, but no suggestion of equivalence with other tenures,
and clear intention is to promote rapid disappearance of customary land rights through
transformation into freehold titles. Critical feature of conversion is need for cadastral
survey, placing severe limitation on capacity of poor to secure conversion. 7 year
period over which Ugandan Bill drafted has seen attrition in protection provided
customary owners, while Tanzanian Bill declares customary rights equivalent to
already titled rights, even superior, as they will be registered in perpetuity while other
titles limited to 99 years.
Up to this year Ugandan Bill ignored communal land holding and would have granted
Land Boards right to dispose of any land not held by an individual. But most recent
(August 1997) draft effects dramatic and welcome u-turn by adding words 'or
community' allowing registration of communal property by pastoralists etc as private
property. In Tanzania, group ownership fully developed part of NLP and BilL On
tenants, main objective of Ugandan Bill is to vest ownership once and for all in single
owner. Circumstances of de jure and de facto ownership vary widely in ways which
Bill inadequately provides for. In many cases those who think they own land are not
the registered owners. Law may reactivate such owners, disputes may multiply,
evictions may result. Bill disincentive to kind of investments in land it purports to
promote, rendering proposals strategically unsafe and potentially unjust. Feudal
tenancy issues removed in Tanzania through enfranchisement of tenant laws. In respect
of costs, Ugandan Bill lays much of burden of transformation on the poor. Those with
titles will see them automatically upgraded, those without must secure certificates and
freehold conversion by paying fees.
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No restrictions on purchase or use, no ceilings or limitation, no requirement to occupy
land in Uganda, while accumulation and speculation explicitly controlled in Tanzanian
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Uganda - Land Reform
Bill, though difficult to adhere to in practice. Ugandan Bill provides for state to
expropriate private land in public interest without normal range of limitations; in
Tanzania state must pay fair and prompt compensation and transparency is promoted.
In Uganda, no provision made for communities to retain Reserves or Parks or become
custodian over areas already lost to them; Tanzanian Bill provides legal window of
opportunity for community to re-secure rights over Reserved land.
1992 Uganda national consultation. Only 1,488 consulted, discussion self-limiting and
results selectively used. Tanzanian Land Commission held 277 public meetings
attended by 83,000. Although several of its key recommendations not adopted, its
vision and findings laid clear basis for NLP and Bill. Evidence to suggest Ugandan
Government ready to open Bill to public debate and involve ordinary citizens in final
shaping of Bill. Need to find common ground among different interest groups. Laws
which lack legitimacy unlikely to be fully implemented.

Liz WUy,
'A Comparative Review of the Presentation, Process and Content of the Ugandan
Tenure and Control of Land Bill (March 1997) and the Tanzanian Bill for The Land
Act (November 1996)',
Land Tenure seminar, Kampala, 2 September 1997.
A tabulated fact sheet provided for Kampala seminar. Examines presentation and
process of formulation of Bills, landmarks in law making processes, directly stated
principles guiding content of Bins, comparison of main provisions, proposed systems
for administering land.

Klaus Deininger and Shem Migot-Adholla,
'Principles and Evolution of the [World] Bank's Land Policy: Implications for the Ugandan
Draft Land Bill',
Land Tenure seminar, Kampala, 2 September 1997.
Examines whether and to what degree international experience can provide guidance
and insights for current land debates in Uganda. Looks at overarching objectives to
which land rights should contribute; at number of key positions taken by World Bank
in 1975 Land Reform Policy Paper, assesses how they have stood test of time and
experience; at Bank-supported interventions that have attempted to apply principles; at
how this experience might be useful in Uganda.
Clear and unambiguous assignment of land rights will contribute to improved tenure
security, emergence of efficiency enhancing markets for land sale and rental, improved
access to markets for finance and insurance through ability to use land as collateral in
formal credit markets. If land abundant, tenure security can be provided by variety of
institutions of which formal title only one. Formal tenure that cannot be enforced may
be worth less than membership in a community which provides land to individuals even
after temporary absence. Tremendous variations in local tenure arrangements under
seemingly uniform 'communal' structure.
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Titling generally been justified on basis that use of land as collateral will reduce cost of
investment and credit; greater long term security of ownership will increase demand
for investment; existence of land markets will allow owners to liquidate returns from
investment if they wish. These premises formed basis of Bank's 1975 Land Reform
Policy Paper (LRPP). Basis of Bank's land policy is that smallholder agriculture,
desirable from equity perspective and on theoretical grounds, is the most efficient form
of agricultural production as family farmers do not need to engage in costly
supervision of hired labour. Empirical evidence from all parts of world (India, Brazil,
Paraguay, Madagascar, South Africa) supports efficiency of family small farmers, while
collective farms have performed very badly (Peru, Vietnam, Ethiopia, Nicaragua,
Cuba, China).
LRPP viewed registration and titling as main instrument to increase security,
contribute to flourishing land market, facilitate use of collateral. While numerous
studies have confirmed positive impact of tiding, experience has demonstrated that
tenure security is not dependent on formal title; lack of title rarely a constraint on
efficiency enhancing land transactions but land grabbing a serious consideration if titles
awarded; title alone not sufficient to jump start credit market. Also titling not costless
and now believed there are more situations than initially assumed where benefits
from
titling may not warrant costs incurred in establishing sophisticated and highly accurate
cadastre with individual freehold titles. Through lengthy and often costly process Bank
learned that preconditions for titling to be successful are: existence of formal credit
markets and profitable investment opportunities implying demand for credit; collateral
arrangements that are enforceable; institutional capacity exists and continuity ensured;
where demand for credit does not yet exist, clear quantitative evidence of inadequacy
of current tenure arrangements. To avoid land grabbing by the rich, titling has to be
systematic and area based rather than on demand; accompanied by massive publicity
campaign explaining background and scope and rights of different parties; have clear
mechanisms for dispute resolution on the spot and updating titles and be economically
attractive. Many Bank projects either underestimated complexity of technical issues or
assumed titling could be initiated even if agreement over complex policy issues not yet
reached.
Traditionally Bank viewed communal tenure as equivalent to collective cultivation. To
prevent assumed inefficiency, establishment of freehold and subdivision of commons
proposed as solution to facilitate economic growth. Results of this advice often
disastrous and/or ineffective. Further study has improved Bank's understanding and led
to reassessment of recommendations. Efficiency losses more modest than generally
assumed because: arable land nearly always cultivated individually; investment
disincentives modest in areas of low population density; with increased land scarcity
many communal systems recognise property rights to land improvements or
compensate for improvements made on redistribution of land; while transactions with
outsiders generally prohibited, rental and sale within community normally allowed.
Two main potential advantages of communal tenure are: it can be established and
administered at fraction of cost of individual titles because less need for sophisticated
demarcation and all administration decentralised; it provides insurance substitute and
incentive compatible social safety net. In many cases benefits of full blown titling will
not be enough to justify costs of establishment and maintenance, e.g. in Kenya where
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Uganda - Land Reform
this was neglected and titles became virtually worthless because landowners had no
incentive to update them
Conclusion not that communal tenure systems ideal for all situations, but that previous
assessments exaggerated benefits or neglected costs of freehold tenure in areas of low
population density and neglected some benefits of communal tenure. Accurate
assessment of benefits and costs of communal versus freehold requires lots of
information and most easily made by beneficiaries at community level. This implies
more appropriate role for policy makers and Bank may be to provide menu of options
from which communities can choose and process by which transparency of decisions
reached (with comprehensive participation and awareness) can be ensured and let
communities decide. Even if freehold title not appropriate, much can be done to
improve tenure security by: clarification of community boundaries; giving communities
right to administer internal land affairs autonomously but in line with official by-laws
ensuring accountability; establishing accessible mechanisms for dispute resolution and
enforcement. Benefits from increasing accountability in communal systems may be
immense and achieved at fraction of cost and time required to establish freehold title.
Land sales markets will not contribute to enhanced efficiency of agricultural
production if: there are significant policy distortions; environmental risk high; markets
for credit and insurance incomplete; financial markets underdeveloped. Deleterious
impact of land sales markets well illustrated in literature: distress sales by peasants
contributed to unequal Indian land distribution. Support for tenancy regulation long
abandoned as perverse equity and efficiency effects increasingly obvious. Contributed
to evictions, transition to highly mechanised agriculture, extensive ranching or wage
labour. Rent controls decreased investment rather than benefiting tenants. Where
restrictions on land rental continue, Bank sees their elimination as high priority.
Number of countries (South Africa, Brazil, Columbia) have recently embarked on
market assisted land reform. Three mechanisms traditionally used as substitute for land
reform have proved quite ineffective: Land Banks not viable if beneficiaries expected
to pay full price; frontier settlement no longer seen as way to equalise land distribution;
expropriate land reform more successful in creating huge bureaucracies than
redistributing land while selection of land and beneficiaries highly politicised. Under
new paradigm of market assisted reform, focus is not on physical transfer of land but
planning and implementation of productive projects, of which land only one
component, by the poor. Selection of land and negotiation of price with seller is
responsibility of beneficiaries, often with NGO assistance. This eliminates need for a
land reform agency and expropriation. Government provides land purchase grant to
eligible beneficiaries, but its role limited to regulatory oversight with implementation
through the private sector.
Above provides general principles, but land rights in every country rooted in tradition
and history and shaped in complex interaction between agro-ecological environment
and human activity. Trying to impose abstract principles without awareness of these
roots and extensive process of consultation and consensus building likely to result in
laws that cannot be implemented.
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In Mexico, 1992 Constitution broke with rigidities of 1915 revolutionary settlement.
Allowed members of community to sell within community subject to upper limit, they
can regulate internal matters autonomously, even convert title from communal to
freehold if majority agree. Has not led to widespread sell off and pauperisation of
majority, but allowed increased flexibility without giving up core principles and
advantages of communal tenure.
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Bolivia illustrates hazards of titling on demand; that inter-regional variations imply
need for appropriate approaches; how conflicts arising from superposition of claims
can be resolved in systematic manner. Titling was highly arbitrary, taking more than 12
years for average individual without political connections, with poorest groups least
able to protect their rights.

jj

Bank's philosophy characterised by reliance on: process of broad consultation and
consensus building regarding main policy principles; extensive use of pilots; use of
highly decentralised mechanisms for implementation that provide opportunity to
respondflexiblyto local needs for differentiation.

8

Land relations in Uganda characterised by great interspatial variation and complex
interrelationship of different often competing claims to ownership. Further complicated
by need to clarify status of squatters on mailo land and fact that Land Commission
granted leaseholds to powerful individuals on supposedly uncultivated public lands
outside original mailo areas. Access to urban land often frustrated by confused tenure
situation. Need for clarification. New land legislation has 3 very different objectives: to
increase tenure security and investment incentives; protect status of customary
right
holders and other vulnerable groups; reduce costs of transacting land through the
market and provide basis for using land as collateral in credit markets.

I

Problems emerge in proposed treatment of tenants. No distinction between de facto
and legal occupants, thus creating parallel market for inheritable tenancies and land
ownership. Experience from other countries suggests this unlikely to convey to tenant
or owner incentives needed to make long term investment in land. Preferable to have
tenant and landlord settle matter in more straightforward and productive way. Case
can possibly be made for more systematic clarification and integrated cadastral review
at least in mailo areas, where incidence of disputes likely to be high. Clearer definition
of ownership without associated tenancy would facilitate emergence of markets for
land sales and rentals; allow immediate realisation of investments and avoid pressure
on tribunals and costly later litigation; have direct and positive poverty impact. Bank
would encourage more systematic approach of simultaneous clarification of property
rights and establishment of the cadastre in priority areas.
Latest draft of Bill makes explicit provision for certificate of communal ownership by
communities, but potential inconsistencies between communal and individual tenure of
communal lands needs to be eliminated and cost implications elaborated more clearly.
Only possibility would be to establish period during which only communities could
register their properties and get boundaries established, followed by second phase in
which remaining public lands could be auctioned off to individuals and communities
could decide to move to freehold. 1997 version of Draft Bill considerable improvement
on earlier versions, but still needs changes, viz:
276
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Uganda - Land Reform
• Include provisions for more systematic regularisation of property rights, possibly
together with establishment of a cadastre.
• Elaborate details of framework within which land rights would be assigned (or
compensation paid) in cases of conflicting or overlapping rights with goal of speedy
regularisation.
• Examine likely impact of these on the poor and ensure framework commands
popular support by engaging in process of broad, widespread public consultation.
• Once broad framework discussed and agreed, select priority areas where land rights
unclear, tenure insecure, potential for development high.
• Conduct pilots to apply procedure to demonstrate it can work, is acceptable to
participants and economically justifiable. If results positive, extend process more
broadly.
• Publicise communities' options to move towards freehold and clarify how
individuals might acquire interests in hitherto unclaimed land not occupied by
communities.
• Once remaining issues resolved, conduct pilot to clarify boundaries and award of
certificates of customary ownership to communities with aim of rapidly expanding
this to whole nation.
Such changes likely to help Uganda achieve more fully underlying aims of Bill and
better utilise land while providing safety nets and avoiding social and economic
problems associated with widespread landlessness and maldistribution of land.

Warren Nyamugasira,
'Structural Adjustment, Land Reform, and Disenfranchisement in Uganda',
Development in Practice, 6, November 1996, 347-51.
Member of Advocacy Alliance for Land Issues. Central land issue is insecurity of
tenure. Bill now drafted. Background studies biased against equitable land distribution
because of obsession with move towards larger and supposedly more efficient
holdings. 1975 Land Reform Decree reduced tenures to leasehold and customary de
jure, but de facto mailo and freehold also continued. 1989 and 1992 World Bank and
Wisconsin Land Tenure Centre studies became basis of draft Tenure and Control of
Land Bill. Purportedly nationwide consultation followed. Outcome was Technical
Committee Report.
Wanted to help progressive fanners gain access to more land, not force people off
land, have uniform system nationwide. Recommended freehold because it offers
maximum security, maximum ability to transact business without interference by State
agencies, is best form of collateral. Saw land as technical question. Ignored social
issues. Land in effect to be privatised. Government to divest itself of land distribution
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responsibilities, except lakes, parks etc. Will allow rich to accumulate land and
promote large mainly export-based agricultural enterprises. Argued that women will be
able to buy land, disregarding social and cultural constraints that denied them
ownership in first place. Will become further marginalised. Argued that peasants won't
sell land, will act rationally. But will have to sell land to pay school fees. Shifts
responsibility for compensation from Government to tenants and landlords. Estimated
cost $lbn for mailo lands. It will be landlord who will pay off sitting tenants. Needs of
pastoralists completely ignored because of greed and hidden agendas. Widespread and
overwhelming support for ceiling on land acquisitions, but this ignored. Makes
mockery of popular consultation.
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Nyangabyaki Bazaara,
'Land Reforms and Agrarian Structure in Uganda: Retrospect and Prospect',
Nomadic Peoples, 34/35, 1994, 37-53.

•
•

Proposed land tenure reform based on assumption that persistence of customary law is
major problem which needs to be solved byfreehold.But past attempts to create freehold
led to stagnation because resulting structures were landlords and tenants. Expansion of
freehold will only play into hands of landlords. Economic cost will be reduced agricultural
production, political cost rural unrest. Customary tenure did not block emergence of
entrepreneurship in rest of Uganda.

•
I
—

I

Mailo lands 1900 gave 9,000 square miles to 1,000 Baganda chiefs. Took 4 decades for
commercial farming to emerge. Beneficiaries became landlords deriving most of income
from (ground and commodity) rent. Led to decline in production. 1928 law put ceiling on
rents and guaranteed tenants security from arbitrary eviction. This law gave renewed
impetus to production and led to market in land. Landlords, having lost out, sold off
portions to tenants, some of whom became capitalist farmers. Helped by unlimited cheap
labour, post-war social engineering and commodity boom (especially coffee). Towards end
of 1960s swing was back to speculative and absentee landlordism.

M
|

1975 Land Reform Decree tried to abolish all pre-capitalist forms of ownership. Effect was
to worsen tenure insecurity because some landlords sold to bureaucrats who evicted
tenants, and landlords demanded more rents, though Decree had abolished rents.

I
•

Small-scale production has shown ability to withstand vagaries of market and serve as
viable basis for accumulating resources for industrialisation. Traditional cattle keepers
contribute 95% national beef supply, while modem ranchers on individual tenure, despite
being given phenomenal subsidies, only 5%.

•

Sale of land now widespread; under customary tenure disguised as sale of banana or
cassava plantation. The poor selling land because of distress. Market being advocated is
mythical - really referring to buyers and sellers with differing social origins and interests.
Since 1983 World Bank played big role in evolution of proposed land reform, itself part of
structural adjustment programme. To World Bank, land reform should involve cadastral
surveys, imposition of land taxes, land titling, privatisation of public land via sale,
consolidation offragmentedplots and prevention offixturefragmentation.1990 Wisconsin
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Uganda - Land Reform
Land Tenure Centre study - its TOR narrow, research methodology wanting, empirical
evidence unsatisfactory, conclusions did not arise from analysis. Yet its findings used to
draw up proposals for land reform Will result in absentee landlordism and political
situation that will require more government intervention.
Landlords would like to return to 1900, extract as much rent as they want and evict tenants
at will. This is why ideologists of landlords are pushing for freehold and a market where the
state has no controlling hand. Proposals will multiply the landless while concentrating most
of land resources in hands of non-productive absentee landlord class. Will increase politics
of tribalism.

Donald C. Williams,
'Reconsidering State and Society in Africa: the Institutional Dimension in Land
Reform Policies',
Comparative Politics, 28,1996, 207-24.
Nationalisation of customary lands in Senegal 1964, Zambia, Uganda, Somalia 1975,
Nigeria 1978, Burkina Faso 1983. In Uganda redesignation of all land holdings to state
controlled rights of occupancy led to removal of squatters from newly designated
public lands. Removal pushed by influential elites who have manipulated connections
to government offices to gain large tracts of land. New laws also weakened rights of
peasants formerly protected under customary law, as they have to obtain recognised
leasehold from land boards at great expense.
Some changes, often unintended, of tenurial rules in community institutions. First,
progressive concentration of land rights in people with preferential access to state
offices, but opportunities for acquiring land remain centred in manipulation of kinship
(Burkina Faso, Kenya, Cameroon, Uganda, Tanzania). Second, increased incidence of
land alienation, even where laws passed to eliminate this. In Uganda, virtual market for
leaseholds emerged and those with necessary capital have manipulated arrangements
with peasants to acquire growing tracts of land, displacing peasants. Third, land
reforms have in many cases reinforced position of local lineage authorities who can
bridge wide gap between state and community institutions (Cameroon, Kenya,
Uganda).
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Uganda - Land and Women
Joanne Bosworth,
'Land and Society in South Kigezi, Uganda',
D.Phil, thesis, University of Oxford, 1995.
Land policies which seek to privilege or create legal rights of ownership by registering
transferable interests and neglecting rights of subordinate users, land registration Kenya,
villagisation Tanzania, resettlement Zimbabwe, have curtailed women's rights and
enhanced men's. But effect of gender may be mediated by class. Much of potential power
of women rests on indispensability of female labour power to agricultural production.
While men may have assumed rights to transfer land through sale and inheritance, women
sometimes gained greater influence in use and management. Negotiability of custom gender balance in control of resources is highly contested domain in many African societies.
Clear that individuals and groups invest significant resources in seeking to manipulate or
reverse gender differentials in land rights.
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Zambia - Land Tenure
Michael Roth (Ed),
Land Tenure, Land Markets, and Institutional Transformation in Zambia,
Land Tenure Centre, University of Wisconsin, Madison, LTC Research Paper 124
(Madison: LTC, 1995).
Government of Zambia embarking on ambitious programme of legal and administrative
reforms in land policy. Although need to liberalise land market universally shared, ideas
on how to accomplish this transformation are not. This report prepared to held assess
state of knowledge and identify important land policy issues as foundation for
recommending future research directions and to facilitate informed policy making.
Research carried out September 1993 - March 1994 with funding from USAED.
Subsequent action plan adopted by Ministry of Lands.
Current system of land legislation, based on antiquated English law, badly in need of
modernisation. Private land ownership effectively repressed by current legal framework
and land cannot legally have value. System for delivering titles and managing state
lands severely constrained by limited surveying capacity and weight of thousands of
applications, many pending for years. MMD Government calling for modern, coherent,
simplified land code and administrative system that: ensures fundamental right to
private ownership of land, creates more efficient land delivery system, restores
confidence of investors, merges disparate legislation, attaches economic value to
undeveloped land etc.
Chapter describing tenure systems and their links to agricultural development in parts
of Southern and Eastern Provinces, based on a recent study. Found almost all land
acquired through non-market means - inheritance, gifts, allocations. Major reason land
markets poor is relative abundance of land. Households able to find adequate land on
which to satisfy consumption needs and even produce a surplus. They claim long term
use rights over land. Virtually all farmers believed they could cultivate land indefinitely.
Households claim exclusion rights except in case of livestock grazing. Only 40%
claimed to have ability to transfer land to someone outside the family. Wide variation
on whom people believe to be rightful owner of land. 60% believe it is theirs, others
thought the extended family, the community or the chief. Legal position that land is
owned by the State simply not felt by rural households. More than half have obtained
formal credit and very few use land as collateral. Used livestock or crops and got
credit from cooperatives. This may not be feasible under liberalisation.
Government giving very high priority to title deeds to facilitate privatisation and
liberalisation programme. Cabinet already approved proposal to amend land laws and
to change policy to make land more easily available to local and foreign investors.
National Conference on Land Policy and Legal Reform 20-22 Jury 1993 specified
number of reforms, some requiring immediate action, others to take many years. MMD
called for immediate repeal of 1985 Act which prohibited land being granted to nonZambians and part of 1975 Act which said bare land had no commercial value. Chiefs
and church groups critical of opening land to foreigners. Long debates on leasehold v.
freehold. Nearly all political parties feared freehold would dispossess the poor, lead to
excessive concentration of land holdings and result in underutilisation.
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Government's proposal to liberalise land market and expand supply of leaseholds is
sound policy. 99 year leaseholds, while less satisfactory than freehold, can provide
adequate security for long-term investment and credit. But need to rewrite legislation
to ensure land holders not afraid of losing property. Institutional capacity for land
administration (land survey and registry systems) weak. Current capacity same as preindependence, when it only had to deal with state lands (6% of country). 1993
Conference resolutions about consultation, while politically necessary, run counter to
need to reduce steps and streamline process of registration. Controls necessary to
ensure customary rights on land held under customary law. In practical terms,
Government's targets only call for registration of 20% of land area, so it has no option
but to design strategy for strengthening ability of customary system to govern
remaining lands. Its proposal to move more slowly with land tenure reform in
customary areas and to engage in long-term research to better understand customary
land rights, transfers and dispute processes is sound. Long-term future of agriculture
lies in reserve and trust lands. Resolution of most fundamental tenure problems will
need to go hand in hand with major investments in public infrastructure and marketing.
Real challenge lies in planning effective development of these lands.
Existing land legislation needs to be comprehensively reviewed with aim of simplifying,
unifying and identifying fundamental changes needed to facilitate development of a
land market. Temptation in current atmosphere of policy reforms and desire for private
investment to rush forward with legislation, but this fraught with risk. Land tenure,
especially in customary areas, a sensitive issue and sound policy advice hampered by
dearth of field-level research. Situation has all the makings for bad policy: many
different ministries involved suggesting reforms, widespread demands for immediate
policy changes and quick fixes, ministry feeling compelled to act, basic disagreements
between central and local authorities over responsibilities. World Bank approach
probably best strategy. Adopt a few key amendments to free up land market in state
lands, followed by more gradual period of research in state lands and customary areas.
But this not likely to appeal to business community. Need for more research on
customary land tenure and gender issues on land.
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John Lungu,

•

'The Economic Case for Land Reform in Zambia: some Preliminary Evidence',
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, Seminar on Our Common Estate, London,
October 1992.
Need for land reform to bring former reserves and trust lands onto land market, thus
making land tenure policy conducive to development. This will increase productivity
and employment by allowing free operation of market forces. Secure title will facilitate
access to credit, enabling farmers to acquire more efficient technologies and thus
higher outputs. Pressure groups like Commercial Farmers' Union and Surveyors'
Institute of Zambia completely dissatisfied with leasehold and favour introducing
freehold, which will increase security of tenure and re-establish correct market prices
in land. But most likely that 99 year leasehold will be extended and leasehold tenure
extended to all categories of land.
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Zambia - Land Tenure
C.T.A. Banda,
'Institutional, Administrative, and Management Aspects of Land Tenure in Zambia',
J.W. Arntzen, L.D. Ngcongco and S.D. Turner (Eds),
Land Policy and Agriculture in Eastern and Southern Africa (Tokyo: United Nations
University, 1986), 48-51.
Written 1982 by Commissioner of Lands. Patently obvious that system of tenure in
state land has overwhelming advantages in that it provides indefeasible title, negotiable
title and title that can be pledged to raise capital and provide for succession. Desirable,
in interest of individuals and country, that these advantages be extended to tenure of
reserve and trust lands. But people generally conservative so changes must be gradual
so that confidence not undermined.

M.A. Amankwah and M.P. Mvunga,
'The Land Tenure System of Zambia and Agricultural Development',
J.W. Arntzen, L.D. Ngcongco and S.D. Turner (Eds),
Land Policy and Agriculture in Eastern and Southern Africa (Tokyo: United Nations
University, 1986), 119-26.
Written 1982. Problems of agricultural production arise from land tenure system. No
security of tenure in reserves and trust lands and no registration of land. Regulation
and planned land use in reserves and trust lands now more compelling than ever.
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Zambia - Land Reform
Bandawe Banda,
'"You've got no Title, you are a Squatter": The Case of Forcible Land Removals on a
Choma Farm in Zambia',
Southern African Regional Conference on Land, Labour and Food Security,
Darwendale, Zimbabwe, April 1997.
New Land Act 1995 passed September 1996. Drafted by South African World Bank
consultant, Peter Moll. Government first introduced it 1994, but met with fierce
resistance from UNIP and chiefs. Dropped October then passed just before end of
MMD's first 5 year term in office. Never gazetted, not given 30 days notice before
becoming law, no effective date. Main provisions are: removal of power of chiefs, all
land vested absolutely in President, puts monetary value on land, provides for
conversion of customary tenure to leasehold, establishes Land Tribunal. First victims
of Act are 87 Tonga peasant families evicted from Siachobe Village, Choma District,
Southern Province, August 1996 overnight transformed into squatters on ancestral
land when their houses and granaries burnt because white tobacco farmer possessed
certificate for their land. Experience of Act demonstrates: capacity to create landless
peasantry with no provision for alternative land, dispossession of Zambians from birth
places, peasants have no backing from system, land speculation and profiteering
become commonplace, corruption and fraud rife, destruction of social order in rural
areas, chieftaincy threatened, centralisation of power in Lusaka, where the poor cannot
access it, NGOs need to be alert to come to aid of poor. Zambia Civic Education
Association (ZCEA) helped publicise Choma case (and one in Eastern Province) and
has taken matter to court. March 1997 8 NGOs agreed to form National Land Alliance
to intensify land lobby, advocacy and networking work.

Robin Palmer,
"The Context of Land Management and Reform in Southern Africa',
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, Conference on Our Common Estate: Land
Policy in Southern Africa, London, November 1994.
Zambia provides another example of tensions over land reform in a country where this has
not been the case in the past. In theory land in Zambia could be held in leasehold only and
was allocated by chiefs. In practice, massive alienation has been taking place in recent years,
mostly clandestinely, and there have been moves towards privatisation and title which have
met with great opposition.
A hastily prepared Land Bill was rejected in Parliament in October 1994. Under the bill,
land tenure would have changed from leasehold to freehold and all land been vested in the
President, giving him authority to alienate land to anyone, without the need to consult local
authorities. The government hoped the bill would attract 'an influx' of foreign investors.
Such proposals had already been rejected last year by a broadly based land policy review
conference. In August the Zambian Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace made a
strong appeal to all MPs:
•

to revisit their conscience and ensure that leasehold land tenure system is
maintained. We also appeal to other churches, NGOs, unions and all pressure
groups to support us in the lobby, for the future of our country is at stake.
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The myth of free market interests of large investors, especially from outside
Zambia, should not be allowed to override the interests of the Zambians, especially
small scale farmers and rural citizens.
Our vision of the rural society is one that offers people opportunities to work on
their own land, produce their own food and contribute to the welfare of the
country. We do not want a rural society where the people have been dispossessed
of their land and turned into labourers on plantations which belong to wealthy
individuals, local, foreign or multinationals. Economic considerations alone should
not determine the direction of our land policy but the whole fabric of the present
and future Zambia.
This lobbying of MPs proved effective. Following opposition in ParKament, the Minister of
Lands recently toured the country trying vainly to drum up support for the biD, but
'meetings so far held have seen chiefs walk out in Ndola, Chipata and Kasama and the
indunas at Leahii did not even want to discuss the Bill with [Minister] Kalima.' In an
editorial, The Post claimed that donors, 'who seem to be very keen to see this Bill through'
were trying to buy their way to success. (14 October 1994). So in Zambia, as well as in
Mozambique, the issue of land reform is politically hot.
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Zimbabwe - Land Tenure
Julian Quan,
'Recent Developments in Land Policy in Southern Africa: a review for DFID',
Natural Resources Institute, Chatham, June 1997.
Lessons learnt
• Policy reform still requires wider and fuller debate.
• Government and donors could strengthen legitimacy of policy reforms by
supporting creation of a representative NGO body and national land conferences.
• Resettlement schemes should not be regarded primarily as means of promoting
agricultural development but as means of reducing land pressure and poverty in
most crowded and marginal areas while improving equity in land ownership.
• Careful attention should be paid to questions of gender rights, poverty alleviation,
natural resource management and social cohesion in design of resettlement schemes.
• Social and environmental cost-benefits need to be carefully weighed up for various
resettlement policy options.
• Questions of tenure security and gender rights in overcrowded communal areas
merit further investigation and debate.

Norman Reynolds,
'Changing Gear: But Who Will Drive?'
Review of Report of the Commission of Inquiry into Appropriate Agricultural Land
Tenure Systems, 3 volumes, (Harare 1994),
The Zimbabwe Review, January 1996, 3-8.
Commission's Report completed October 1994, released to public September 1995. 4/12
members chiefs. Landmark document. Sees bureaucratic and institutional mire besetting
communal, resettlement and irrigation schemes. Prime task to solve problem of what
should succeed unreformed colonial law and order administration. At Independence
bureaucratic controls merely adjusted to fit new political patronage. Proposes national land
and rural administration system serving autonomous production and resource-managing
entities: farms, settlement schemes, villages. Thus extends managerial and financial rights
that farms, as businesses, have always enjoyed, to settlements and villages with more
complex problems. Documented endless sources of inefficiency and waste.
1991/2 Rural Structural Adjustment Programme formulated over 2 years, adopted by then
55 District Councils. Presented to government following abject ministerial presentations at
national workshop on future of communal areas. Had individual ministerial support, but
turned down by Cabinet because represented attempt to break from state control.
Operated on 6 principles on which to base tenure: must be secure; people must be free to
innovate away from overreaching bureaucracy; land isfinite,yet there must be resettlement
to lessen pressure in many areas; training must prepare communities to become largely self-
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_

managed; land must be seen to be more evenly distributed; government must develop
coherent approach to countryside and back it with real resources. Main recommendation is
country needs comprehensive land tenure policy with strengthened and streamlined legal
framework and administrative enforcement.

I
*

Problems started with removal of tribal authority from land issues after Independence and
railed attempt to involve local government in land allocation. Ministry officials at all levels
have acted as though they had sole jurisdiction, against intent of law. WADCOs and
VDDCOs were imposed, ignoring social and administrative units. Result - growing land
anarchy resulting in serious land disputes within communities.
1992 Customary Law and Local Courts Act restored civil jurisdiction to traditional rulers,
but excluded kraalheads and didn't include land. Commission found acute breakdown in
administrative structures and erosion of authority and responsibility. Recommend abolition
of VIDCOs; traditional structures to be recognised as authentic local authority over land
and natural resources. Traditional village should be given formal perpetual rights over land
and all its resources. This influenced by CAMPFTRE. All adults to elect members of
Dare/Inkundla, with kraalhead as chair. Recommends legal freehold rights for arable,
residential, grazing areas be held in trust by head of family. Recommendations mean need
for customary law to be codified and statutory law evolved to reinforce its best values.
Irrigation and resettlement schemes should follow same path and cease to be state land.
Beacon Mbiba,
'The Zimbabwean Land Tenure Commission 1993-1994: Perpetuating Dual
Development Thinking and Maintaining the Status Quo?',
University of Sheffield, Department of Town and Regional Planning, 1997.
Has been low profile response to Commission's Report by researchers and academics.
Methodology and process dominated by middle class interests and heavily controlled
by local elites. Grassroots hardly visible. Perpetuates notion of state viewing itself as
only legitimate voice of the voiceless. Researchers and academics have not taken
opportunity occasioned by Report to engage in new research and debates that equip
policy makers with alternative thoughts to keep land reform process on track
benefiting not only emerging black capitalist class but also majority urban and rural
grassroots. Should have been more women on Commission. Dealt with rural but not
urban land. Methods employed heavily top down, dominated by public servants. Very
limited use of print media, radio, TV. Research on background papers dominated by
men.
Treated communal areas as homogenous. Missed fundamental change in urban society
since mid 1980s, i.e. ownership of urban housing. Transfer of ownership of almost all
former public sector housing to sitting tenants. Started with council housing, extended
to state, company and parastatal houses. 90% now privately owned. Effect is
thousands of families with secure tenure in urban areas have extremely valuable
properties, a fortune compared to people in rural areas. Illustrates increasingly
heterogeneous nature of society in Zimbabwe. Should those with secure tenure in
urban areas be allowed to have arable land rights in rural areas?
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Zimbabwe - Land Tenure
Insecurity of communal areas. Despite years of occupation and investment, family or
community can be displaced without compensation by infrastractural projects (dams,
roads, eco-tourism etc) in name of development. So communal people will remain
suspicious of any announcements of secure tenure in Report. Significant discontent
with state generated as result of infrastructural projects. In contrast to colonial regime,
state should do better and adequately compensate people displaced. These urban and
rural issues intricately linked.

Zimbabwe Farmers Union and Friedrich Ebert Foundation,
Future Land Tenure Systems in Zimbabwe Smallholder Farming Areas - Implications
on Investment, Resource Conservation and Productivity, Harare International
Conference Centre, November 1995.
ZFU Conference November 1995 on future land tenure systems in smallholder farming
areas, implications on investment, resource conservation and productivity. ZFU took
Land Tenure Commission (LTC) Report to its constituencies. Consensus that
Government has taken bold step to award titles in communal and resettlement areas.
Fact that over half country valueless by not being part of land market is sobering
thought. Presentations:
Kangai: emphasis now shifted to efficient land utilisation. In long term all communal
land should be surveyed, planned and demarcated into viable holdings with certificates.
Magadzire: recent ZFU workshop pressed need for comprehensive land reform
programme to enable farmers to invest in and protect their land. Need for communal
area reorganisation and implementation of appropriate land tenure systems within
communal and resettlement areas. Within communal areas recommends individuation
of title on arable and residential land and selective titling in favour of productive
farmers. Concerned that Government intends keeping communal areas as state land.
Need to revamp tenure system to make it attractive for investments. Take back
findings to initiate much needed public debate.
Vudzijena: systems of governance need to be decentralised to enable bottom up
decision making processes, ensuring that decisions are not imposed on people at
grassroots. All tenure systems still appropriate, except permits in resettlement areas.
Dore: Commission resisted quick fix solutions and taken very long term view. Has
recognised chaotic situation in communal areas and recommended that village land be
demarcated and surveyed, will induce communities to manage common property
resources properly. Government doesn't have resources or capacity to implement
current programmes, while cutbacks will make it even more difficult to implement
LTC. Government hasn't accorded priority to resettlement programme suggested by
its rhetoric. Resettlement area leases not enforced. Commission silent on reinvention of
customary law and tenure. Communal areas now carrying 3x population the
environment can sustain. Question of collateral not touched on. Commission's
recommendations have almost complete reliance on Government institutions and
funding, but it has limited capacities.
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Hlatshwayo: no mention of disruptive role of ruling party in proper running of local
government. Findings biased in favour of traditional leaders and against elected local
government structures. Land disputes likely to increase because weak traditional
authorities won't be able to control them. Communal Area has become highly
commoditised.

I
*

I

Chikate: Commission going back into dark ages with village assemblies. Many chiefs
negative and unprogressive.

^
I

Chenaux-Repond: report from Women Farmers' Position Paper. Thrust is towards
privatisation of land currently vested in state. Experience of developing world has been
that as registration and privatisation proceeds, women farmers tend to lose even
traditional rights to land they formerly enjoyed, however limited.

M
|

Rudecon Zimbabwe (Pvt) Ltd and Friedrich Ebert Stiftung,
Women Farmers' Position Paper: Our Response to the Report of the Land Tenure
Commission, Harare, July 1996.

•
^

Report on November 1995 conference, published July 1996. Land Tenure Commission
had no responsibility for disseminating its findings. Because most people will not have
read it, important for NGOs to facilitate a debate. Since LTC hardly considered
experience of women farmers and made no recommendations to improve women's
access to and control over land, especially important that women farmers given chance
to respond. Project designed to do that - inform, give opportunity to discuss and make
written responses. 74 women farmers came from all provinces and different categories
of land. Position Paper being distributed to MPs, government decision makers,
women's and human rights organisations and individual activists.

™

LTC had no brief to examine gender dimensions. Recommendations leave out concerns
of women farmers, except for inheritance issues. Several organisations and activists
gave evidence to Commission for giving women equitable land rights. They were
disappointed by Report, as were Women Farmers Conference. LTC only looked at
problems of widows. Want Government to eliminate all forms of discrimination against
women in farming areas. Criticises many of LTC's recommendations. Tradition gave
ownership to males, not to families, customary law not always just. Want to move
forward to more modern laws on land and property. Replacing resettlement permits
with title deeds won't help women, who don't have equal rights to resettlement land.
No recommendation that women should have equal rights to land in small scale
commercial farming (SSCF) areas. Need for more workshops to inform more women
farmers.
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Zimbabwe - Land Tenure
Simon Metcalfe and Vimbai Vudzijena,
'Dualistic Tenure of Communal Resources in Zimbabwe: Lessons from the Campfire
Programme',
Africa Resources Trust, Rural Development and Conservation in Africa: Studies in
Community Resource Management (Washington: ART, 1996), 37-44.
Dilemma of present land reform debate lies between desire to preserve customary tenure
and impulse to modernisation. Tenure defines a relationship between people, is not just
about owning land but encompasses bundle of rights and responsibilities to range of
renewable and non-renewable resources. Any comprehensive communal tenure policy must
assure community interests like food and social security and enable individuals to access
resources and accumulate wealth. Strengths of customary tenure included: flexibility,
resilience, prevented speculation, authority and management united, consolidated group
cohesion. Weaknesses: does not fit well with statutory system of property rights and land
market, provides limited security of tenure, does not encourage credit and investment,
patriarchal. Colonialism undermined traditional management of common natural resource
base. Now contrast between de jure system of land state owned and administered through
local authorities and de facto situation of traditional authorities playing significant role. As
long as communal land resources are both formally state and informally customary lands,
authority and management will be compromised and open access tendencies thrive (e.g.
Zambezi valley, Kariba). This dualism in control of access common in Africa. Land Tenure
Commission strongly recommended recognition of traditional village with members given
formal perpetualrightsjointly to land and all resources. Government has yet to accept this.

Ben Cousins,
'Debating Communal Tenure in Zimbabwe',
Journal of Contemporary African Studies, 12, 1993, 29-39.
Colonial land use planning policies born again as villagisation or internal resettlement.
Attempts at tenure reform always closely tied to technocratic interventions.
Technocratic perspective been enormously influential. Sees communal tenure as open
access to natural resources inevitably leading to unplanned and unmanageable
exploitation of land. Ecological collapse only to be avoided by restricting some
people's rights of access and remodelling production systems and patterns of land use.
Farmers' Union pushing hard for class of full-time, entrepreneurial farmers and
restricting land rights of those who are not. Some want drive towards fully fledged
system of private property rights.
Government wary of this because communal lands important safety net. Money from
wage earners are invested in agricultural inputs every season and contributes to
household and national food security. Some savings invested in cattle which provide
draught power, manure and milk. Continuing strength of urban-rural linkages
underpinned by communal tenure system. Communal tenure system in Southern Africa
today a system of property rights in which individual households enjoy rights of use
over specific parcels of cropping land and community has rights of access to
commonage land for grazing, fuehvood, water, building materials.
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Common grazing has great many advantages. In arid and semi-arid zones, where
droughts common, great variety of grazing resources over space and time, so flexibility
vital to survival of herds. Restricting access not feasible on ecological grounds in areas
of relatively high population densities, such as Zimbabwe, unless grazing rights of
many removed altogether, as happened in enclosure movement in Europe 16th-18th
centuries. Almost all ploughing in communal lands carried out by teams of draught
animals. Those without sufficient borrow or hire from others, so access to common
grazing essential to sustain large numbers needed to supply ploughing teams. People
want as many cattle as they can, also provide fertiliser, milk and transport. High
stocking rates make economic sense.
Controversial question for conservationists is are these high stocking rates sustainable?
New thinking suggests much higher numbers than those generally recommended are
sustainable, but difficult to pinpoint upper limits and many still maintain communal
grazing lands heading for disaster.
Great variations, historical and regional, within communal tenure systems. Today
definition of what constitutes community with rights to land a vexed issue, some very
traditional, some more flexible, a few areas of cash transactions allowing outsiders in
to own land. Extent to which women have claim to land in own right varied over time
and not consistent today. Price of flexibility is deep-seated ambiguity, which has
increased since independence.

Terence Ranger,
"The Communal Areas of Zimbabwe',
Thomas J. Bassett and Donald E. Crummey (Eds), Land in African Agrarian Systems
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1993), 354-85.
Actually written in 1988. Whole notion of communal tenure a European construct.
Chiefly trusteeship and ownership of land also largely a myth. Idea and practice of
traditional communal tenure grew up in power vacuum in early colonial period. When
chiefs got more powers 1967 they used them to extract fees and gifts and bring in
aliens. Word 'communal' particularly misleading. Individualism of communal tenure. In
1920s and 1930s communal tenure allowed emergence of significant numbers of largescale, plough-using entrepreneurs in reserves. Further differentiation only checked by
repeated interventions by colonial state. Ironic that new government has established
term 'communal areas'. Impulse behind land reform in communal areas technocratic.
Crucial role of Chavanduka Commission, a eulogy for commercial farming and critique
of communal tenure. Recommended government inquiry into communal tenure. 1985
Chitsike plan. Thought it would be warmly welcomed, but based on similar colonial
assumptions of centralisation and land husbandry. Democratic community control
could be a real option, drawing on flexibilities of system.
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Zimbabwe - Land Reform
Sam Moyo,
'Land and Democracy in Zimbabwe',
Conference on the Historical Dimensions of Democracy and Human Rights, University
of Zimbabwe, 1996.
Recent land reform debates even more conservative than earlier ones. Political and
economic case for deepening land reform seems unassailable. Analyses how Zimbabwe
has not achieved democratic land reform. Limited support from donors committed to
market led land acquisition programmes. Remains narrowly based arena of discourse.
Major demands for land from elite black farmers, aspiring black investors,
agriculturally trained graduates. Tensions over acquisition of land outside 'home'
provinces by 'foreign' Zimbabweans. Lack of transparency seems to promote pattern
of patronage. Land distribution to the needy, as opposed to the 'capable', not on
agenda of Zimbabwe Farmers' Union (ZFU), which wants larger areas in freehold only
for productive purposes, not livelihoods. Current land policy promises land to the
capable. Political stalemate and horse trading over land policy formulation, given
contrasting postures of the landless, elite blacks, Commercial Farmers' Union (CFU)
and donors, in which Government mediates with carrot and stick approach seeking
some compliance among large farmers and donors to be able cautiously to deliver
small amounts of land to variety of black constituencies.

Robin Palmer,
Review of: Sam Moyo,
The Land Question in Zimbabwe (Harare: Sapes Books, 1995); and
Isaac Maposa,
The Legality of Land Reform in Zimbabwe: An Inquiry into the Land Acquisition Act
(1992) combined with A Case Study Analysis of the Resettlement Programme (Harare:
Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace in Zimbabwe, 1995).
Development in Practice, 6,4,1996, 372-3.
While Moyo's Land Question is an exhaustive, multi-disciplinary overview based on years
of research which moves easily between the international, regional, national and local levels,
Maposa's Land Reform is a more narrowly focused legal study of a specific act and the
resettlement programme. The Zimbabwean reality, as both Moyo and Maposa illustrate in
their detailed case studies, is far more complex with relative success or failure depending on
a wide range of factors, including the quality of land selected for resettlement and the levels
of support provided. The conclusion reached by both is that, despite well-known problems
of insecure tenure and a highly technocratic top-down approach, resettlement has been
moderately successful and has led to improved standards of living for the majority of those
resettled. The issue remains contentious, however, as illustrated by controversies over the
1992 Land Acquisition Act, which broke the 'witting seller, willing buyer' constraints of the
1980 Lancaster House Constitution and permitted the expropriation of 'designated' whiteowned farms under certain conditions. The Act has been contested in law, unsuccessfully,
by some white farmers. Maposa finds it a bad law and a gross violation of individual rights
while Moyo counters that it was democratically enacted. From time to time President
Mugabe threatens to seize more farms unless the British Government continues in effect to
fund the buying out of white farmers.
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Moyo has written a magisterial and multi-dimensional study of the land question in
Zimbabwe which can claim to have broken new methodological ground. He rightly stresses
that land is above all a political question and that the issue of race is central to it. Both
observations are contentious in Zimbabwe - though they ought not to be. Moyo writes
accessibly and unpolemicaHy at all times, whether discussing growing rural social
differentiation and competition for access to land and natural resources in the communal
areas (the old 'native reserves'), or endeavouring to understand land issues from the
standpoint of peasant households and their struggles for survival, or the government
pondering whether to favour black capitalists or the rural poor. He rightly stresses that the
state is not homogenous and that its capacity is very limited. He has no truck with flawed
assumptions of the egalitarian nature of rural Africa or with global romanticism of peasant
environmental practices. He is excellent at analysing the links between shifts in local and
international debates and government policies. He stresses the need for accountability and
argues in favour of decentralisation of land policy formulation. This is a conclusion in line
with the recommendations of the Land Tenure Commission, a body which (before it had
reported) Moyo criticised for its narrow ideological, intellectual and interest base. The
Commission argued that traditional villages should be recognised as the basic unit of social
organisation in the communal areas and its members given formal perpetual rights, jointly,
to land and all resources in the village. The Government sat on the Commission's Report
for a year before publishing it and has since stalled. Its latest (August 1996) thinking
appears to be that - contrary to the Commission's recommendations but in line with
Moyo's prediction - it will retain de jure ownership of communal land and give only
usufruct rights of use to village communities.

Calvin Masilela and Daniel Weiner,
'Resettlement Planning in Zimbabwe and South Africa's Rural Land Reform
Discourse',
Third World Planning Review, 18, 1996, 23-43.
Resettlement failure in Zimbabwe now generally assumed because of distorted critique.
Over-negative assessments highly unbalanced and politically driven. Need for genuinely
participatory land reform processes in Southern Africa, not rural structural adjustment.
Land reform handled as technical planning exercise with very limited community input and
insufficient consideration of regional etc differences. Resettlement a mechanism for
developing stable peasant class. Comparing high-input LSCF production on medium- and
high-potential arable land with lower-input Communal Area and Resettlement Area
production in areas with significantly greater soil and water constraints is example of
'science' that has dominated land resettlement debate in Zimbabwe since independence.
Similarly ideological 'facts' now appearing in literature on land and agrarian reform in
South Africa. Binswanger et al have failed to appreciate positive aspects. Zimbabwe's
experience does not demonstrate benefits of neo-liberal policy in South Africa. Assumption
that wrong type of people (poor) received land and too much allocated to individual
households has no empirical basis, though used because it legitimises market-driven land
allocation process and deh'gitimises any active role for the state. Thatcher government
sabotaged Model B schemes (producer cooperatives), which were generally ill-planned.
Rhodesian technician permeated civil service; similar planning culture in South Africa.
Resettlement became over-bureaucratised around production of specific physical land use
plans using same methods as former regime. Important not to homogenise resettlement
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experience, as there is significant social and spatial variation in household and scheme
performance. There are many resettlement experiences. Most of successes in Model A
Model B never had a chance. Planners' attempts to separate peasants from workers a big
mistake which contradicted relations of production on the ground and misunderstood
important relationship between wage remittances and access to agricultural capital and
inputs. Positive aspects of resettlement included a significant number of people got land,
yield levels comparable to those of Communal Area smallholders, intensification of land use
relative to white farms and contribution to national production. Also enhanced food
security among majority of households involved and took some pressure off stagnant job
market.

Lionel Cliffe,
'Zimbabwe's Experience in Promoting "Sustainable" Rural Development and the
Implications for South Africa',
Ken Cole (Ed), Sustainable Development for a Democratic South Africa, (London:
Earthscan, 1994), 68-83.
No blueprint from Zimbabwe for South Africa, but positive aspects of redistribution seldom
acknowledged. Zimbabwe leaders didn't learn from past Kenyan experience: repeated very
limited reform of inherited racial inequalities; redistributed only 25% of land formerly
monopolised by whites; initial beneficiaries landless and impoverished, later better off
peasants and those with influence. Both curtailed by property rights being written into
constitutions. Settlement underwrote legal rights of property owners and value levels of
their property, thus providing underpinning of neo-colonial solution.
Reiteration of myths and their unquestioned absorption by Zimbabwe officials a factor in
curtailment of reform programme. Land redistribution limited but highly successful
economically and reforms meant national food security less dependent on white farmers.
Over lm permanently employed in South African agriculture with almost 0.75m dependent
on casual, seasonal labour. White farming in Zimbabwe and South Africa not everywhere a
success. Mistake in Zimbabwe to define problem as a land problem, rather than seeing
access to land as means of solving grave socio-economic problems.
Infighting in political circles early 1980s in which progressive elements outflanked because
they did not counter 3 arguments. Resettlement has not worked; resettlement will
undermine production, employment and foreign exchange earning capacity of commercial
agriculture, threatening food security; resettlement would lead to further environmental
degradation. Over 2m ha in Natural Regions m-V put to use under different farming
system meant more intensive arable use of this type of land, previously just used for
ranching under commercial ownership.
Problem of sustainability in communal areas not one of environmental degradation, but of
lack of resources, especially draught animals, and under-utilisation of land. Settler
conservationists' belief that paternalist enforcement necessary to overcome peasant
attitudes reinforced by authoritarian, statist knee-jerk reflexes of new bureaucrats. Evidence
on alleged causes and effects of erosion in reserves of little value.
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Zimbabwe case shows what can be achieved by removing racial restrictions and providing
minimum of inputs, credit, extension advice and marketing facilities with same fair, realistic
and guaranteed prices previously enjoyed by white farmers.

I

Lessons for South Africa. Under right circumstances and with careful planning, African
smallholder production could replace some of underutilised parts of white agriculture and
thus combine equity with enhanced economic performance. Environmental sustainabilhy
not best attained by rigid rules of proper land use and being imposed rather than emerging
through participatory networks. Outcome settled by popular forces, one dimension of
struggle will be between alternative teams of planners with alternative modes of thinking
about agrarian issues.

Marit Stiles,
'Zimbabwe Land Reform: What's Goin' On?',
Southern Africa Report, 9, 5, and 10, 1, July 1994, 48-51.
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Looks at 1992 Land Acquisition Act and designation of farms. Opposition to this from
white commercial farmers, opposition political parties, international capital Support
from
left-wing critics, donor agencies, black commercial farmers. Seen by some as genuine
attempt to address inequality after years of inaction, but real reason is refurbishment of
ZANU's appeal pre-election. Record on land reform leaves very great deal to be desired.
No real attempt at dramatic transformation of colonial structures. Mugabe wants Malaysian
Model as criteria for selection - farmers with proven farming ability. Means turning back on
earlier minimal commitment to resettlement of the poor.

Robin Palmer,
'The Context of Land Management and Reform in Southern Africa',
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, Conference on Our Common Estate: Land
Policy in Southern Africa, London, November 1994.
Though land reform is high on its list of priorities, the new South African government will
almost certainly reject the Zimbabwean model of resettlement, which has been implemented
in a highly bureaucratic way. In Zimbabwe a long awaited Land Tenure Report is due to
appear, and the government is indulging in its customary pre-election sabre-rattling on the
land issue. Its ability to shoot itself in the foot has been demonstrated again by the scandals
of land redistribution to the politically powerful and by its high-handed actions over the
Ellsworth and Sithole cases. This has provoked the British government, the main donor of
the resettlement programme, into a position of even greater hostility to land reform.

Robin Palmer,
'Land Reform in Zimbabwe, 1980-1990',
African Affairs, 89,1990,163-81.
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Lancaster House Constitution expires April 1990. Zimbabwean Government then free to
tackle land question without constraints, but British Government striving to prevent
significant land reform from taking place. In 1979 in exchange for Zimbabweans
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Zimbabwe - Land Reform
guaranteeing existing property rights, Britain agreed to underwrite half the costs of a
resettlement programme. There would be no expropriation of white farmers; land could
only change hands on a 'willing seller, wffling buyer' basis. Only under-utilised land,
required for resettlement or other public purposes, could be compulsoriry acquired, but
would have to be paid for immediately, at full market price and in foreign currency.
Question of land reform came to be confined narrowly to issue of resettlement, which
British hoped would promote political stability. Hoped to resettle 162,000 households by
1984, but only managed 52,000 by mid-1989. Most land bought 1981-3, largely farms
abandoned during the war. Land prices steadily rose because of political stability.
Commercial Farmers' Union (CFU) very successfully defended interests of white farmers,
who at independence produced 90% country's marketed food requirements. CFU lobbied
for slowing down of resettlement programme, arguing that too rapid reform would
undermine white confidence, threaten export earnings and result in job losses. Resettlement
also slowed by budget cutbacks and droughts.
Few incentives for people to move onto resettlement areas. Got only annual permits of
occupancy and lost right of access to land in communal areas. Heavy bureaucratic control
and confusions with different ministries involved. Lack of infrastructure as most of money
spent on buying the land.
Land as a political issue resurfaced in 1989 prior to election, by which time many of ruling
elite hand become landowners, as in Kenya. New British High Commissioner warned
Mugabe not to seize land when 1980 Constitution expired, hi negotiations, British insisted
on retention of 'willing seller, willing buyer' in return for agreeing to continue funding
resettlement. Desire to depoliticise land issue, withdraw it from public debate and see it as
technical question to be settled in private by professional experts.

John Cusworth,
'Zimbabwe: Issues arising from the Land Resettlement Programme',
Nigel Dudley, John Madeley and Sue Stohon (Eds), Land is Life: Land Reform and
Sustainable Agriculture (London: Intermediate Technology Publications, 1992), 89101.
Issue of sustained productivity central. Capacity to use land productively varies
enormously according to resource and technology base of individual smallholder.
Almost everywhere in Africa demand for more land for cultivation by smallholders
expanding. Under land reform programmes, what happens to dependants of
smallholders? Holdings may become so fragmented as to prove incapable of providing
subsistence. If fragmentation not allowed, dependants forced to move away from land,
as in Zimbabwe. Many settlers in Zimbabwe programme unable to make proper use of
land due to lack of technical knowledge and means to exploit land. Input supply,
marketing and credit systems failed to provide settlers with required level of services.
This not new. Virtually all over Africa support services fail to meet needs of small
farmers. New local level initiatives need to be developed to replace expensive and
often inefficient agro-service infrastructure.
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R.M. Mupawose and E.T. Chengu,
'Determination of Land Policy in Zimbabwe',
J.W. Arntzen, L.D. Ngcongco and S.D. Turner (Eds),
Land Policy and Agriculture in Eastern and Southern Africa (Tokyo: United Nations
University, 1986), 31-8.
Written 1982 by oflBcials in Ministry of Lands, Resettlement and Rural Development.
Uncertain impact of any land redistribution policy on food production, especially in the
short run. Commercial sector very important to present mixed economy, especially as
Zimbabwe given SADCC food security role. Does not deter government from
implementing a land redistribution policy, but certainly makes it very cautious in its
approach. Has to strike a balance between foreign exchange versus people's land
hunger.
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Zimbabwe - Land and Women
Rudecon Zimbabwe (Pvt) Ltd and Friedrich Ebert Stiftung,
Women Farmers' Position Paper: Our Response to the Report of the Land Tenure
Commission, Harare, July 1996.
Report on November 1995 conference, published July 1996. Land Tenure Commission
had no responsibility for disseminating its findings. Because most people will not have
read it, important for NGOs to facilitate a debate. Since LTC hardly considered
experience of women farmers and made no recommendations to improve women's
access to and control over land, especially important that women farmers given chance
to respond. Project designed to do that - inform, give opportunity to discuss and make
written responses. 74 women farmers came from all provinces and different categories
of land. Position Paper being distributed to MPs, government decision makers,
women's and human rights organisations and individual activists.
LTC had no brief to examine gender dimensions. Recommendations leave out concerns
of women farmers, except for inheritance issues. Several organisations and activists
gave evidence to LTC for giving women equitable land rights. They were disappointed
by Report, as were Women Farmers Conference. LTC only looked at problems of
widows. Want Government to eliminate all forms of discrimination against women in
farming areas. Criticises many of LTCs recommendations. Tradition gave ownership
to males, not to families, customary law not always just, want to move forward to
more modern laws on land and property, replacing resettlement permits with title
deeds won't help women, who don't have equal rights to resettlement land, no
recommendation that women should have equal rights to land in SSCF areas. Need for
more workshops to inform more women farmers.

Sam Moyo,
'A Gendered Perspective of the Land Question',
Southern African Feminist Review, 1, 1995,13-31.
Over time women's land rights relegated to smaller wetland areas as men dominated arable
fields and grazing lands. Since 1990 middle class black women have increasingly become a
force in demands for land. They tend to favour freehold based tenure structures, though
some studies suggest that poor women and men in communal areas are not categorically in
favour of a private land market regime. Middle class formulations have not mobilised
widespread support among landless rural women. Most legislative changes in favour of
women largely benefit urban middle and upper class women. Because women central to
rural production process, they must be integral to any land reform strategy trying to
broaden incomes base. Present economistic redistribution agenda will marginalise women
further. Reliance of all political parties on 'traditional' leaders and conservative rural elites
for votes restricts land policy process. Feminist approaches need to pursue dynamic
assessment of wide range of use and exchange values derived from land and how these
represent a complex arena in gendered struggles for land. Over 60% communal area
families do not receive remittances, so women relying increasingly on land. Main challenge
is how to broaden analytical and policy basis of current calls for land reform and women's
rights to land to realise a more equitable, gender fair agrarian reform programme.
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